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The first part of this article concerns the thermodynamics
of point defects. In the traditional analysis of reactions in
which point defects are involved, point defects are assumed
to be ideally diluted, which leads to familiar mass-action-
type equations. In this article, situations in which deviations
from ideal mass-action-type behavior occur are investi-
gated by evaluating the influence of defect interactions on
the chemical potentials of point defects. Expressions for
chemical potentials are derived for the case of weak inter-
actions between neighboring defects. Strong repelling in-
teractions between neighboring defects are discussed using
the concept of excluded configurations, and strong attrac-
tive interactions are analyzed by introducing clusters. The
chemical potential of electrons occupying energy states in
an electron band also is analyzed as a function of band-
width and electron occupation number. An expression for
the chemical potential of electrons in partially filled bands
is derived, which incorporates the average density of states
at the Fermi level. Also discussed is the relationship be-
tween formation energies and entropies of defects in oxides
and the measurable energy and entropy part of the oxygen
chemical potential. The second part of this article concerns
the transport of ionic and electronic defects in oxides.
Within the framework of irreversible thermodynamics, a
formalism is presented that allows the description of the
general case in which ambipolar diffusion of ions and elec-
trons in oxides is governed by contributions of several ionic
and electronic point defects. The formalism allows the han-
dling of defect association, defect interactions, and coupling
of the overall ionic and electronic fluxes. The origin of the
coupling and its influence on the net oxygen transport and
electric current density is investigated.

I. General Introduction

MANY properties of transition-metal oxides are controlled
by the extent of oxygen nonstoichiometry and the related

presence of ionic and electronic defects. The variable oxygen
nonstoichiometry can be used to fine-tune relevant physical
properties at low temperature. For instance, the transition tem-
perature in high-TC superconducting oxides1 and the magnetic
properties2 of transition-metal oxides are known to be strong
functions of the oxygen nonstoichiometry. Important phenom-
ena in ceramics technology, such as sintering3 and segrega-
tion,4,5 also depend on concentrations of electronic and ionic
defects. Furthermore, the equilibrium concentration of defects
determines, together with their mobility as a kinetic parameter,
the magnitude of the ionic and electronic conductivity in solids.
Mixed-conducting oxides showing both high electronic and
ionic conductivity enable transport of neutral oxygen through
the material in a gradient of oxygen partial pressure (PO2

).
Dense membranes made from these oxides have potential ap-
plication in separation of oxygen from air.6,7 Another promis-
ing application of such membranes is the selective supply (or
removal) of oxygen in chemical processes, including the partial
oxidation of light hydrocarbons, e.g., natural gas to value-
added products such as ethane/ethene8 and syngas,9 as well as
the reduction and recovery of waste.10 Furthermore, if mixed
conducting oxides are used as electrode material in, e.g., solid-
oxide fuel cells, oxygen pumps, and gas sensors, oxygen elec-
trode kinetics can be improved significantly.11

The general purpose of this article is to review theoretical
models used to describe the defect chemistry and transport of
ionic and electronic point defects in oxides. Attention is fo-
cused on the effects that can be expected at intermediate and
high concentration of point defects. This article is divided in
two parts. The first part concerns the equilibrium thermody-
namics of ionic and electronic defects. The validity of the
traditional mass-action-type equations commonly used in de-
fect chemical models is investigated. Emphasis is placed on the
role of defect interactions, the so-called site exclusion effect
and the Fermi condensation of electrons in partially filled elec-
tron bands. The second part concerns transport of ionic and
electronic defects in mixed-conducting oxides. The influence
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of site exclusion and defect interactions on the transport of
individual defects is analyzed. General expressions are pre-
sented that describe overall transport of ions and electrons in
case the contributions of several mobile defects with various
valence states have to be considered. The origin and relevance
of coupling between ionic and electronic fluxes is stressed. The
Wagner theory12 is used to combine the overall ionic and elec-
tronic flux to describe the transport of neutral oxygen. Finally,
the possible enhancement of the oxygen flux by an externally
applied electric current is discussed.

II. Thermodynamics of Ionic and Electronic Defects
in Oxides

(1) Introduction
The defect equilibria for the formation and annihilation of

ionic and electronic defects are commonly analyzed using a
traditional formalism,13–16 in which the relationships among
point defect concentrations and environmental parameters are
expressed by simple mass-action-type equations. The latter are
based on the assumption that point defects can be treated as
noninteracting and ideally diluted species for which chemical
potentials can be defined. The general purpose of this section is
to investigate how these mass-action-type equations must be
changed when point defects no longer behave ideally. Nonideal
behavior in most cases reflects the presence of defect interac-
tions but may also originate from the condensation of elec-
tronic defects in the case of, e.g., a high concentration of de-
localized electrons in a wide electron band. Before starting the
thermodynamic analysis of nonideal point defects, the formal
basis for assigning chemical potentials to point defects is dis-
cussed. This is not straightforward, because, as noted in the
next section, the thermodynamic definition of a chemical po-
tential for a particular type of point defect in most cases is in
conflict with the demand of charge neutrality and that of a
constant lattice-site ratio in the crystalline oxide. In the suc-
ceeding sections, expressions for the chemical potentials of
point defects are derived using statistical thermodynamics.
These chemical potentials are used to derive equations that
relate defect concentrations to environmental parameters, such
as oxygen partial pressure and temperature. It is shown that
such equations are not always of the familiar mass-action-type.

Throughout the first part of this article, the oxygen-deficient
perovskite lattice ABO3-d is used as a model system. Here, the
A site is occupied by either an alkali, an alkaline-earth, or a
rare-earth ion, whereas the B site is a late transition metal, e.g.,
cobalt, iron, chromium, and manganese, with a variable va-
lence. The parameterd reflects the departure from ideal oxygen
stoichiometry. To simplify the analysis, we henceforth assume
that d is determined only by the presence ofdoubly ionized
lattice oxygen vacancies. Using the Kröger–Vink notation for
structure elements,17 these are denoted byVÖ. The annihilation
of oxygen vacancies upon oxygen insertion is assumed to be
charge compensated by the formation of localized electronic

species on the B sites, BB8 . In accordance with Kröger and
Vink,17 the ‘‘valence’’ of a structure element is defined relative
to that of the host lattice ion residing on the particular sublattice
involved. Structure elements considered to occur in ABO3-d are
shown in Fig. 1. Not shown in Fig. 1 are delocalized electrons
occupying energy states in electron bands, which species are
denoted as e8.

(2) Validity of Assigning Chemical Potentials to
Point Defects

When considering different types of structure elements in the
perovskite lattice, we must be aware that their numbers are not
independent but are related to each other by two important
requirements. On the one hand, there is the structure conser-
vation requirement. For example, in the perovskite structure,
the total number of O sites must be 3 times that of A and B
sites. The addition of a single structure element on a B site
therefore must be compensated either by the removal of an-
other structure element from the B sublattice or by the addition
of one structure element on the A sublattice and three on the O
sublattice. In the latter case, the lattice site ratio remains intact,
although the total number of ABO3 units increases by one. On
the other hand, the number of structure elements is constrained
by the charge neutrality requirement.

Relationships among changes in the number of point defects
are governed by reactions between defects. Any defect chemi-
cal reaction can be written as

(
j

jj Aj ⇀↽ 0 (1)

wherejj are the ‘‘stoichiometric coefficients’’ andAj the sym-
bols for either point defects or neutral components involved in
the reaction. Because, in this section, only exchange of oxygen
between the gas phase and the oxide is considered, the neutral
component involved in the reaction is always oxygen from the
gas phase. In addition to conservation of mass, the values of the
stoichiometric coefficients are determined by the structure and
charge requirements.13 The purpose of the succeeding sections
is to define chemical potentials for point defects that lead to
physically correct results when these are substituted in

(
j

jjmj = 0 (2)

which is referred to as theequilibrium condition. Heremj rep-
resents the chemical potential of the speciesAj. By definition,
the expression for the chemical potential of a point defect is
obtained by partial differentiation of the oxide Helmholtz free
energyFoxide with respect to the number of those point defects.
For thejth point defect, this results in

mj = SFoxide

Nj
D

T,V,NkÞj

(3)

For the evaluation of Eq. (3), the temperatureT, the volumeV,
and the number of all other types of defectsNkÞj must be kept
constant.

(A) Structure Conservation Requirement:The total
Helmholtz free energy of the perovskite lattice containingN
units of ABO3 can be expressed as

Foxide = Foxide~NB8B
,NVÖ

,NBB
× ,NOO

× ,N,T! (4)

where NB8B, NVÖ
, NBB

× , and NOO
× are the numbers of structure

elements. In writing Eq. (4), we have postulated that the num-
ber of AA

x structure elements is constant. The constraint im-
posed by the structure relates the number of lattice oxygen
vacancies to that of regular lattice oxygen ions:

NVÖ
+ NOO

× = 3N (5)

A similar expression exists for defects occuring on the B sites:
Fig. 1. Planar projection of the ABO3 perovskite lattice. All structure
elements mentioned in the text are shown.
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NB8B
+ NBB

× = N (6)

As a consequence, none of the structure elements can be added
independently to the perovskite lattice without violating one of
the above constraints. Because Eq. (3) shows that a chemical
potential of any point defect is defined as the change in oxide
free energy upon adding a single point defect, under the re-
quirement that no changes occur in the numbers of all other
point defects, we conclude that, from a thermodynamic point of
view, true chemical potentials cannot be assigned to structure
elements. From a purely mathematical point of view, however,
the partial differentiation of Eq. (4) can be performed. Because
partial differentiation is in conflict with the structure conser-
vation requirement, the resulting chemical potentials have no
physical meaning in the sense that their values can be measured
experimentally. They are, therefore, referred to asvirtual
chemical potentials.18 To investigate whether these virtual
chemical potentials can be used in a defect chemical analysis,
we consider the oxide free energy in terms of building units19

by regarding point defects as combinations of structure ele-
ments. For the perovskite lattice described above, the following
building units are defined:

VÖ–OO
× oxygen vacancy building unit

B8B–BB
× localized electron on B-site building unit

For example, adding aVÖ–OO
× building unit in the perovskite

lattice reflects the addition of an oxygen vacancyVÖ and the
removal of a regular lattice oxygen ion, OO

×. Because building
units are defined relative to the ideal lattice, these species are
sometimes referred to as relative building units. The addition of
a building unit does not violate the structure conservation re-
quirement. For brevity, we henceforth use the following short-
hand notation for building units: {VÖ} 4 VÖ–OO

× and {BB8 } 4
BB8 –BB

×. Here, the Kröger–Vink notation17 is used in combina-
tion with braces to distinguish building units from structure
elements. Furthermore, the number of oxygen vacancy building
units is equal to the number of regular lattice oxygen ions being
replaced by oxygen vacancies. Hence, the number of oxygen
vacancy building units equals the number of oxygen vacancy
structure elements.

The Helmholtz free energy of the oxide can be expressed in
terms of the number of building units of oxygen vacancies and
localized electrons on B sites:

Foxide = Foxide~N$B8B
%,N$VÖ%,N,T) (7)

In accordance with Eq. (3), chemical potentials for building
units can be defined by partial differentiation of Eq. (7) with
respect to the number of building units. Neglecting for a mo-
ment the charge neutrality requirement, chemical potentials of
building units do have a physical meaning in the sense that
their definition involves a process that does not violate the
structure conservation requirement.

Using the rules of differentiating composite functions, it can
be shown that structure conservation requires that virtual
chemical potentials of structure elements are related to those of
building units, as follows:

m$VÖ% = mVÖ
− mOO

×

m$B8B% = mB8B
− mBB

× (8)

Because all defect reactions must obey the structure conserva-
tion requirement, Eq. (8) shows that substitution of virtual
chemical potentials of structure elements into theequilibrium
conditionof any defect reaction yields the same result as sub-
stitution of chemical potentials for building units.18 However,
compared with analysis in terms of building units, this has two
disadvantages. First, partial differentiation ofFoxide with re-
spect to the number of a particular type of structure element is
not unique. The result depends on the manner in which the
structure conservation requirement is implemented in the ex-

pression forFoxide. However, this does not affect Eq. (8), from
which it can be concluded that the chemical potential of a
building unit can be partitioned in an abritrary way into the
chemical potentials of the constituent structure elements. An-
other important drawback of using structure elements is that
expressions forFoxide in terms of structure elements become
rather complicated when we need to account for defect inter-
actions and site exclusion effects. For these reasons, the ther-
modynamics of defect reactions are considered in terms of
building units in the succeeding sections.

(B) Charge Neutrality Requirement:Guggenheim20 has
reported that, in the case of charged building units, the partial
differential in Eq. (3) cannot be accomplished without violating
the charge neutrality requirement. However, formal expres-
sions for the chemical potential of building units can be derived
by differentiating the total free energy of acharge neutral
sample. We thus leave out the change in free energy caused by
charging of the specimen when adding charged defects. If
charging is account for, we obtain the following expression for
the chemical potential of thejth building unit:

mj = SFoxide

Nj
D

T,NkÞj

= SFneutral

Nj
D

T,NkÞj

+ SFcharging

Nj
D

T,NkÞj

= mj
neutral+ mj

charging (9)

wheremj
neutral represents the chemical potential of a building

unit as defined in the preceding section. Commonly, only the
neutral part of the chemical potentials is substituted into the
condition for equilibrium. The question occurs whether the
omitting of mj

chargingis allowed.
Because all defect reactions must obey the conservation of

charge, the value ofFcharging remains unaltered when such a
defect reaction proceeds in either direction. For example, let us
consider the reaction in which oxygen from the gas phase is
incorporated into the perovskite lattice. Two {VÖ} building
units are annihilated, whereas four {BB8 } building units are
needed for charge compensation:

O2
gas+ 2$VÖ% + 4$B8B% ↼⇁ nil (10)

Minimization of the total free energy, including that of the gas
phase, leads to

mO2
gas= 2SFoxide

NO
D

T

= 2SFneutral

NO
D

T

(11)

whereNO is the number of oxygen nuclei in the oxide. In the
derivation of Eq. (11), charging of the sample has been ne-
glected, because the total charge of the oxide is not affected
during oxygen incorporation. Equation (11) can be rewritten as

mO2
gas= 2SFneutral

N$VÖ%
D

T

DN$VÖ%

DNO
+ 2SFneutral

N$B8B%
D

T

DN$B8B%

DNO

(12)

Conservation of mass and charge requires thatDN{V Ö} 4
−DNO andDN{B B8 } 4 2DN{ VÖ} , respectively, which leads to the
desiredequilibrium conditionfor the oxygen incorporation re-
action,

mO2
gas= −2m$VÖ%

neutral− 4m$B8B%
neutral (13)

It thus follows thatm{ VÖ}
neutral and mBB8

neutral can be used as math-
ematical tools in theequilibrium condition, and the terms
m{ VÖ}

chargingandm{B B8
charging

} can be omitted.
As mentioned in the previous section, the consequence of the

structure conservation requirement is that partitioning the
chemical potential of a building unit into chemical potentials of
structure elements is arbitrary. The consequence of the charge
neutrality conservation is that partitioningmO2

gas in m{ VÖ}
neutraland
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m{B B8
neutral

} also is aribtrary. It is, therefore, impossible to deter-
mine absolute values ofm{ VÖ}

neutral and m{B B8
neutral

} from thermody-
namic data. As discussed in Section II(4), it is possible, in some
cases, to attribute relative changes in the magnitude ofmO2

gas,
e.g., as a function of temperature and oxygen stoichiometry to
changes in the chemical potential of either {B

B
8} or { VÖ}. Data

from spectroscopic and Seebeck measurements may aid to
separate the relative contributions tomO2

gas of electronic species
from that of ionic species. Thus, from an experimental point of
view, it continues to make sense to define separate chemical
potentials for building units.

(3) Expressions for the Chemical Potential of
Point Defects

In Section II(2), we saw that expressions for the chemical
potential of building units can be derived by partial differen-
tiation of the Helmholtz free energy,Foxide. The latter is related
to the partition sum of the canonical ensembleZ by

Foxide = −kBT ln Z (14)

wherekB is Boltzman’s constant. The partition sumZ can be
evaluated from21,22

Z = (
j=1

j=V

exp~−Ej /kBT! (15)

whereEj is the total energy of thejth configuration andV the
total number of possible configurations. For the perovskite lat-
tice consisting ofN units of ABO3, containingN{ VÖ} oxygen
vacancy building units andN{B B8 } localized electrons on B-site
building units, one configuration corresponds to a unique ar-
rangement of these building units over accessible lattice sites.
The total number of ways to arrange the building units among
all lattice sites is given by

V =
N!

N$B8B%!~N − N$B8B%!!

~3N!!

N$VÖ%!~3N − N$VÖ%!!
(16)

where the fact that two building units cannot occupy the same
site simultaneously has been accounted for. This effect is
henceforth referred to in this paper as thesite exclusion effect.
Additional configurations originating from spin and vibrational
degrees of freedom have been omitted from the expression for
V. The effect of these contributions on the defect chemical
potential is discussed in Section II(4)(B).

To understand the physical meaning of the partition sum,
note that the term

1

Z
exp~−Ej /kBT! (17)

should be interpreted as the probability of the occurrence of the
jth configuration. Configurations with a high energy thus are
less likely to occur than those with a lower energy. The pa-
rameterEj contains all energy-related terms, such as defect
formation, coulombic interaction, and polarization energies.
The total energy associated with defect interactions depends on
the relative positions of the defects and, thus, is a function of
a particular type of configuration. As a result, the partition sum
Z cannot be evaluated analytically, except for some simple
limiting cases, which are discussed in the following sections.
Because small polarons correspond to electrons that, because
of interactions with the lattice, localize near specific lattice
sites,23 the expressions for the chemical potential of electronic
building units derived below can be applied also in the case of
small polarons.

(A) Randomly Distributed and Noninteracting Point De-
fects: In the case of noninteracting defects, the defect forma-
tion energy does not depend on the number of defects already
present in the lattice. The formation energy of a particular
building unit is a function of local structure only and, hence,
can be regarded as a constant. As a result, the total energyEj

needed for creation of building units in the perovskite lattice is
linearly related to their number:

Ej = N$B8B%e$B8B%
0 + N$VÖ%e$VÖ%

0 (18)

wheree0
{B B8 } ande0

{ VÖ} are the formation energies of the corre-
sponding building units. Other constant-energy terms have
been neglected in Eq. (18), because their values do not affect
the chemical potentials of building units. The partition sum can
be split intoZ 4 VQ, whereQ is the average value of the term
exp(−Ej/kBT) over all possible configurations. Because none of
the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (18) depends on con-
figuration, all configurations have equal probability. This
means that defects are distributed randomly over available
sites. Omitting the subscriptj in Ej, Q can be simplified to

Q = exp~−E/kBT!
1

V (
j=1

j=V

= exp~−E/kBT! (19)

Using Eqs. (14) and (19), the following expression for the
Helmholtz free energy is obtained:

Foxide = −kBT ln VQ = E − T~kB ln V! (20)

The entropy is given bySoxide 4 kB ln V, which is the well-
known expression for randomly distributed defects. Note that a
random distribution of defects is implicit in the assumption
made of noninteracting defects.

From Eq. (3), the chemical potential of a building unit can be
found by differentiation, which, for the perovskite lattice,
yields

m$B8B% = e$B8B%
0 + kBT ln S N$B8B%

N − N$B8B%
D (21)

m$VÖ% = e$VÖ%
0 + kBT ln S N$VÖ%

3N − N$VÖ%
D (22)

The site exclusion effectresults in the exclusion term in the
denominator of the logarithmic part of the chemical potential.
Except for these exclusion terms, Eqs. (21) and (22) resemble
the traditional form used for ideally diluted species. Upon sub-
stitution into theequilibrium conditionfor the oxygen incor-
poration reaction, expressed by Eq. (13), we obtain

PO2
gasS N$VÖ%

3N − N$VÖ%
D2S N$B8B%

N − N$B8B%
D4

= exp@−~mO2

0 − DFO2

0 !/kBT#

(23)

which relates the defect concentrations to temperature and oxy-
gen partial pressure. In deriving Eq. (23), the following expres-
sion was used for the chemical potential of gas-phase oxy-
gen:24

mO2
gas~PO2

gas,T! = m
O2

gas
0

(T) + kBT ln PO2
gas (24)

In Eq. (23),DFO2

0 is a free-energy term that is a function of
temperature only. Its value is related to the formation energies
of the building units:DFO2

0 4 −2e{ VÖ} − 4e{B 8B} . As discussed
in Section II(4)(B), DFO2

0 also contains contributions resulting
from spin and vibrational degrees of freedom.

The above analysis in terms of building units can be com-
pared with the traditional formalism discussed by Kröger.13 In
this theory, virtual chemical potentials are assigned to ran-
domly distributed and noninteracting structure elements. In
terms of structure elements, the oxygen incorporation reaction
can be written as

O2
gas+ 2VÖ + 4B8B ↼⇁ 2OO

2 + 4BB
2 (25)

The condition for equilibriumis formulated as

mO2
gas+ 2mVÖ

+ 4mB8B
= 2mOO

× + 4mBB
× (26)
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whereas the chemical potential of thekth structure element is
represented as

mk = mk
0 + kBT ln S Nk

nkN
D (27)

where mk
0 is a concentration-independent chemical potential.

The stoichiometric parameternk 4 3 for structure elements
located on the oxygen sublattice andnk 4 1 for those on the B
sublattice. When the virtual chemical potential of OO

× is sub-
tracted from that ofVÖ, the result obtained is equal to the
chemical potential of the {VÖ} building unit given by Eq. (22).
This equality is easily explained by the fact that theexclusion
term in the chemical potential of the oxygen vacancy building
unit is equal to the concentration of regular lattice oxygen ions.
A similar equality is found for the defects located on the B
sites. Hence, the expressions of Eq. (8) apply, which means that
the traditional analysis in terms of structure elements is valid in
this case. Substituting the virtual chemical potentials of struc-
ture elements of Eq. (27) into Eq. (26) leads to

PO2
gasSNVÖ

NOO
×D2SNB8B

NBB
×D4

= exp@−~mO2

0 − DFO2

0 !/kBT#

(28)

which has the appearance of a mass-action-type equation and
whereDFO2

0 contains them0 values of all structure elements
involved. If the structure conservation requirements expressed
by Eqs. (5) and (6) are substituted into Eq. (28), the resulting
expression is identical to Eq. (23), which was derived using
chemical potentials of building units. Equations with a mass-
action-type appearance are obtained for all defect reactions
involving randomly distributed and noninteracting structure el-
ements.

In conclusion, the traditional formalism, which uses virtual
chemical potentials for structure elements, leads to correct ther-
modynamic expressions for the equilibrium between point de-
fects when defect interactions can be neglected. In the follow-
ing section, it is shown that simple mass-action-type equations
no longer are obtained, when such interactions need to be ac-
counted for.

(B) Interactions between Point Defects:Usually, the as-
sumption of noninteracting point defects is valid only at low
concentrations of charged defects. Because point defects in the
solid state often are charged, the most important interactions to
consider are the coulombic ones. A problem emerges how to
implement the long-range coulombic interactions into a statis-
tical thermodynamic formulation of point defects. As a first
attempt, the Debye–Hu¨ckel theory25 can be applied, which
yields the following term to be added to the expression for the
chemical potential of building units:

−
z2e2

8pe

k

1 + ka
(29)

wherea is the distance of nearest approach,z the valence of the
defect,e the elementary charge,e the dielectric constant of the
lattice, andk−1 the Debye length.25 Unfortunately, the Debye–
Hückel theory gives correct results only at low concentrations
of charged defects.

Another way to incorporate coulombic interactions between
point defects was adopted by Atlas,26 Manes,27 and Ling.28,29

These authors used unscreened, long-range coulombic poten-
tials, resulting in Madelung-type energy terms. The entropy of
defects is assumed not to be affected by these interactions.
Although these authors used point defects that are assumed to
be localized on the lattice sites, it is questionable whether
screening effects can be neglected. Similar to delocalized elec-
tronic charge carriers, mobile charged point defects preferen-
tially occupy sites that diminish the total coulombic interaction
energy. Clearly, such a rearrangement of point defects affects
the energy and entropy of defects. At present, no analytical

model is available that can be used to evaluate the extent to
which both energy and entropy of point defects change under
the influence of screening of coulombic interactions.

Under the assumption that the combination of screened cou-
lombic interactions, polarization, and relaxation effects leads to
effective interactions that are short-ranged, expressions for the
chemical potential can be derived only in a few simple cases
discussed below.

(a) Weak interactions between neighboring defects:The
most simple approach to incorporate short-range defect inter-
actions into the partition sum is to account for the interaction
energy between defects on neighboring sites.15,30This may be
appropriate for oxides in which the Debye length is small be-
cause of the presence of high concentrations of mobile point
defects.

As a starting point, we take again the perovskite lattice con-
taining {B8B} and {VÖ} building units. The inclusion of inter-
action energies between neighboring defects leads to the fol-
lowing energy termEj (see Eq. (18)):

Ej = N$B8B% e$B8B%
0 + N$VÖ%e$VÖ%

0

` N$B8B%–$B8B%
j e$B8B%–$B8B%

` N$B8B%–$VÖ%
j e$B8B%–$VÖ%

` N$VÖ%–$VÖ%
j e$VÖ%–$VÖ% (30)

whereNj
{ VÖ}–{ VÖ} represents the number of neighboring oxy-

gen-vacancy building units in thej th configuration and
e{ VÖ}–{ VÖ} the energy needed to locate two oxygen-vacancy
building units on neighboring lattice sites, starting from infinite
separation. Corresponding parameters are used to designate
the number and interaction energies of {B8B}–{ VÖ} and
{ VÖ}–{ VÖ} pairs. Unfortunately, the number of such pairs de-
pends on the particular configuration involved, which makes
evaluation of the partition sum difficult. Therefore, it is tempt-
ing to replaceNj

{ VÖ}–{ VÖ} , Nj
{B 8B}–{ VÖ} , and Nj

{B 8B}–{B 8B} in Eq.
(30) by the average number of neighboring defects in a random
distribution. Although the calculation is simplified in this man-
ner, the averaging method is allowed only in the case of weak
defect interactions. If the energy associated with repulsive in-
teraction between neighboring defects is to be large, then con-
figurations that include such defect pairs become less likely.
This demonstrates that defect interactions affect the total en-
ergy and the total configurational entropy. Incorporation of the
random number of defect pairs into Eq. (30) greatly simplifies
evaluation ofQ. In doing so, all configuration-dependent terms
are replaced by terms that depend only on the concentration of
oxygen vacancies and localized electrons. We obtain

Q = exp@−(N$B8B%e$B8B%
0 + N$VÖ%e$VÖ%

0

+ ^N$B8B%–$B8B%&e$B8B%–$B8B%

+ ^N$B8B%–$VÖ%&e$B8B%–$VÖ%

+ ^N$VÖ%–$VÖ%&e$VÖ%–$VÖ%)/kBT# (31)

where〈N{ VÖ}–{ VÖ} 〉 represents the average number of neighbor-
ing oxygen vacancy building units in a random distribution.
Similar notations are used to express the average number of the
other types of defect pairs. Partial differentiation of the corre-
sponding Helmholtz free-energy expression yields the follow-
ing expressions for the chemical potential of {B8B} and {VÖ}
building units:

m$B8B% = e$B8B%
0 + ^N& $B8B%

$B8B%–$B8B% e$B8B%–$B8B%

+ ^N& $B8B%

$B8B%–$VÖ%
e$B8B%–$VÖ% + kBT ln S N$B8B%

N − N$B8B%
D

(32)
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m$VÖ% = e$VÖ%
0 + ^N& $VÖ%

$VÖ%–$VÖ% e$VÖ%–$VÖ%

+ ^N& $VÖ%
$B8B%–$VÖ% e$B8B%–$VÖ% + kBT ln S N$VÖ%

3N − N$VÖ%
D
(33)

where the shorthand notation

^N& $B8B%
$B8B%–$B8B%

is introduced for the partial differential of〈N{B 8B}–{B 8B} 〉 with
respect toN{B 8B} . Comparison with the corresponding expres-
sions derived under the assumption that defect interactions can
be neglected (see Eqs. (21) and (22)) shows that, for both
defects, the energy part of the chemical potential is affected by
the defect interactions, whereas the entropy term is not. Be-
cause of the presence of the partial derivatives in Eqs. (32) and
(33), the mass-action-type equation for the oxygen-
incorporation reaction, given by Eq. (10), is modified to

PO2
gasS N$VÖ%

3N − N$VÖ%
D2S N$B8B%

N − N$B8B}
D4

f~N$VÖ%, N$B8B}) =

exp@−~mO2

0 − DFO2

0 !/kBT# (34)

where DF 0
O2

is the same as in Eq. (23), and the functionf
contains all the terms originating from defect-interactions:

f = exp@2^N&$VÖ%
$VÖ%–$VÖ% ~e$VÖ%–$VÖ%/kBT!

+ 4^N&$B8B%
$B8B%–$B8B% ~e$B8B%–$B8B%/kBT!

+ ~4^N&$VÖ%
$B8B−B8B% + 2^N&$VÖ%

$B8B%–$VÖ%!

2 ~e$B8B%–$VÖ%/kBT!] (35)

(b) Strong attractive interactions—Clusters:Neighbor-
ing defects that are bound by strongattractiveinteractions can
be treated as a cluster. Each cluster behaves as a separate point
defect for which a chemical potential can be defined.28 The
formation of clusters decreases the energy of the involved de-
fects but also the total configurational entropy. Therefore, clus-
tering is favored when the temperature decreases.

As an example, a cluster of type〈B8B–VÖ–B8B〉 was proposed
by Van Roosemalen and Cordfunke31 to model experimental
data of oxygen nonstroichiometry in perovskites LaMnO3–d

and LaCoO3–d. The authors assumed thatnonassociatedB8B or
VÖ defects arenot present. The concentration of the clusters is
thus equal to the total number of oxygen vacancies in the
lattice. In the following, we derive expressions that relate the
number of clusters〈B8B–VÖ–B8B〉 to oxygen partial pressure and
temperature.

We first examine the result obtained by applying the tradi-
tional formalism, using chemical potentials for structure ele-
ments. The chemical potential of the cluster then becomes (see
Eq. (27))

mc = mc
0 + kBT ln S Nc

ncN
D (36)

where the subscript c stands for cluster andnc is the number of
ways to place a single cluster in the lattice (with no other
defects)dividedby the number of ABO3 units. In the perovs-
kite lattice,nc 4 3. Substituting the appropriate chemical po-
tentials in the equilibrium condition for the oxygen-
incorporation reaction, which, in this case, is given by

O2
gas+ 2^B8B–VÖ–B8B& ↼⇁ 4BB

2 + 2OO
× (37)

results in the following mass-action-type equation:

PO2
gasNVÖ

2 N4

~3N − NVÖ
!2~N − 2NVÖ

!4
= exp@−~mO2

0 − DFO2

0 !/kBT#

(38)

Equation (38) is similar to that used by Van Roosmalen and
Cordfunke.31 Besides the assumption that all vacancies are
present in clusters, charge neutrality is assumed for the deri-
vation of Eq. (38).

For randomly distributed and noninteracting point defects,
the use of traditional chemical potentials for structure elements
results in simple mass-action-type equations for defect reac-
tions. Similar equations are obtained when these defects are
described in terms of building units. Equation (38) also might
be obtained when clusters are described as building units:
{ 〈B8B–VÖ–B8B〉}. (Braces are used to identify the cluster as a
building unit.) The latter can be derived from the involved
structure elements as follows:〈B8B–VÖ–B8B〉–2B×

B–O×
O. The clus-

ters are introduced to handle attractive interactions between B8B
and VÖ species. Mutual interactions between clusters
are neglected. Therefore, the energy part of the chemical
potentials can be regarded as constant. The partition sum can
be written as

Z 4 [exp(−Nce
0
c/kBT)]Vc (39)

whereNc ande0
c are the number and formation energy of the

cluster, respectively, andVc the number of ways for placingNc
clusters in the lattice. The implementation of the site exclusion
effect intoVc is somewhat complicated, because each cluster
occupies multiple lattice sites. Nevertheless, we can obtain
expressions forVc in such cases by utilizing thegeneralized
exclusion conceptas discussed by Ling.28,29Following his ap-
proach, the total number of ways to place the first cluster into
the perovskite lattice is given byncN, wherenc has the same
meaning as in Eq. (36). The second cluster can be placed in
ncN − Lc number of ways, the third inncN − 2Lc number of
ways, etc., whereLc represents the number of ways that are
excluded by placing a single cluster. For the perovskite lattice,
Lc 4 11. Therefore, the total number of ways for placingNc
indistinguishable clusters into the lattice is given by

Vc =
~ncN!!

Nc!~ncN − LcNc!!
(40)

The parameterLc is assumed to be independent of the number
of clusters already placed into the lattice. However, at high
cluster concentrations, where the number of neighboring clus-
ters is large, the number of excluded ways for placing another
cluster should be <11. This implies thatVc always should be
somewhat larger than the value calculated from Eq. (40). Dif-
ferentiating the corresponding Helmholtz free-energy expres-
sion with respect toNc leads to the following expression for the
chemical potential of the {〈B8B–VÖ–B8B〉} building unit:

mc = ec
0 + kBT ln S Nc

ncN − LcNc
D (41)

Substitution into theequilibrium conditionfor the oxygen in-
corporation reaction

O2
gas+ 2$^B8B−VÖ − B8B&% ↼⇁ nil (42)

leads to

PO2
gasS NVÖ

3N − 11NVÖ
D2

= exp@−~mO2

0 − DF O2

0 !kBT# (43)

whereNc 4 NVÖ
, and both values forLc andnc appropriate for

the ABO3 lattice have been substituted. Moreover, in Eq. (43),
DF0

O2
4 −2e0

c.
To compare Eq. (43) with Eq. (38), obtained by applying the

traditional formalism, we define a functionf(d) as

f~d! = ln PO2
gas+

mO2

0 − DFO2

0

kBT
(44)

which does not depend on temperature. In Fig. 2,f is plotted as
a function of lnd for both models. For low vacancy concen-
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tration, the traditional formalism is in perfect agreement with
the analysis in terms of building units. Also shown is the case
when {VÖ} and {B8B} defects are randomly distributed and
noninteracting while no clusters are formed. The result ob-
tained in this case deviates from those derived from the cluster
models. The cluster models lead to aP−n

O2
dependence ofd with

n 4 1/2, which is in agreement with experimental observa-
tions.32,33 In the random model,n 4 1/6, which is not sup-
ported by experiment. At high vacancy concentrations, the two
cluster models show a small difference. In the traditional for-
malism, ideally diluted structure elements are assumed even at
high concentrations. The analysis in terms of building units
overestimates the effect ofsite exclusionsat high defect con-
centrations. The actual value orf (d) therefore is between the
values calculated from the two cluster models.

(c) Strong repulsive interactions—Excluded configura-
tions: The effect of strongrepulsive interaction can be
handled easily using the principle ofexcluded configura-
tions.15,27,34This principle states that configurations exhibiting
strong repulsive interactions between neighboring defects can
be neglected in the partition function when the interaction en-
ergy involved within each configuration is large compared with
kBT. In other words, the statistical weight of these configura-
tions has become zero. By this principle, the configurational
entropy is lower than its random value.

To illustrate the principle of excluded configurations, we
continue examination of the cluster model proposed by Van
Roosmalen and Cordfunke.31 Two types of building units are
present in the lattice, i.e., {VÖ} and {B8B}. The total number of
random configurations thus equals the value given by Eq. (16).
By applying the concept of excluded configurations, we pos-
tulate that only those configurations in which all {VÖ} building

units have two neighboring {B8B} defects contribute to the par-
tition sum. The energy of configurations in which no clusters
are present is considered to be very large, so that these can be
neglected in the partition sum. In the perovskite structure, each
B site has six neighboring oxygen sites while each oxygen site
has two neighboring B sites. The probability that a single oxy-
gen vacancy has two neighboring {B8B} building units is (N{B 8B} /
N)2. The probability,p, that all vacancies,N{ VÖ} , have two
neighboring {B8B} building units is, therefore,

p = SN$B8B%

N D2N$VÖ%

(45)

Hence, the total number of allowable configurations is equal to
the total number of random configurations,V, given by Eq.
(16), multiplied with the probabilityp. The configurational
entropy can be evaluated fromSoxide 4 kB ln Vp. Using Eqs.
(16), (18), and (45) to evaluate the chemical potential of oxy-
gen vacancies and that of localized electrons on B sites, we
obtain

m$VÖ% = e$VÖ%
0 + kBT ln S N$VÖ%N

2

~3N − N$VÖ%!N$B8B%
2 D (46)

m$B8B% = e$B8B%
0 + kBT ln S N$B8B%

N − N$B8B%
D − 2kBT SN$VÖ%

N$B8B%
D

(47)

wheree0
{ VÖ} ande0

{B 8B} are the formation energies of the building
units, and both can be regarded to be constant. Equations
(46) and (47) differ strongly from the chemical potentials de-
rived for the random case given by Eqs. (21) and (22). From
Eqs. (46) and (47), the following expression for the exchange
reaction with gas-phase oxygen is obtained:

PO2
gasN$VÖ%

2 N4

(3N − N$VÖ%!
2~N − 2N$VÖ%!

4 = exp[−(m0
O2

− DF0
O2

!/kBT#

(48)

whereDF0
O2

4 −2e0
{ VÖ} − 4e0

{B 8B} + 4kBT and use has been made
of the charge neutrality principle; i.e.,N{B 8B} 4 2N{ VÖ} . The
result is identical to that obtained in the preceding section,
applying the traditional formalism to the cluster (also see
Fig. 2).

The concept of excluded configurations has been applied to
model data of oxygen nonstoichiometry of YBa2Cu3O7-y by
Verweij and Feiner.34 Contrary to the above, oxygen incorpo-
ration in YBa2Cu3O7-y cannot be described by a simple mass-
action-type law. The reason is that, in its structure, no simple
clusters can be identified.

(C) The Chemical Potential of Electrons:Conductivity
measurements on many oxides containing variable-valence
ions indicate that these can be insulators, hopping conductors,
semiconductors, metallic, or semimetallic. For semiconducting
and metallic transition-metal oxides, two classes can be iden-
tified. Materials can be either of the charge-transfer or of the
charge-disproportionation type.35,36 In the latter type, acceptor
doping creates positive holes in the narrow electron band con-
stituted by the 3dn states of the transition-metal atoms. In tran-
sition-metal oxides of the charge-transfer type, electron holes
are formed preferentially in relatively wide electron bands with
mainly O2p character. Because electron thermodynamics of
wide bands differ from that of narrow bands, our concern is to
investigate how the bandwidth affects the expression for the
electron chemical potential.

Below, Fermi–Dirac statistics is used to derive expressions
for the chemical potential of electrons occupying states in a
partially filled electron band of widthW. Depending on the
degree of electron occupancy, this band may correspond to a
valence or conduction band in a semiconductor or to a partially
filled band, such as in metallic conductors. It is justified to treat
the itinerant electrons in a particular band exclusively and leave

Fig. 2. Plot of f (d), defined as ln (PO
gas
2 ) + (m0

O2
− DF0

O2
)/kBT, vs ln

d. Functionf is calculated using Eq. (43) (cluster configurations), Eq.
(23) (random configurations), and Eq. (38) (traditional formalism) or
Eq. (48) (excluded configurations).
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all other partially or completely filled bands out of consider-
ation. For each of these bands, an electron chemical potential
can be defined, which, in equilibrium, must equal the chemical
potential of the electrons in the particular electron band under
investigation. Because, according to large-polaron theory,37

large polarons can be treated as itinerant electrons with an
increased mass and a reduced energy, the form of the chemical
potentials presented below also applies to large polarons.

The total number of states in the band is 2N, whereN is of
the order of the number of unit cells. The factor 2 results from
the spin multiplicity. The occupation probability of a single
electron state with energye, f(e), is given by the Fermi–Dirac
distribution function:22

f~e! = {exp@(e − m!/kBT# + 1%−1 (49)

wherem is the electron chemical potential. To evaluate the total
number of electronsNe in the band, we must sum the occupa-
tion probabilities of all 2N electron states. Defining the density
of statesg(e) as the number of electron states normalized with
respect toN in a small energy interval de, the electron occu-
pation number,n, defined asNe/N can be evaluated from

n = *
etop−W

etop

f (e) g(e) de (50)

whereetop is the energy at the top of the band andW the band
width. The density of states is defined in such a way that the
total number of states in the band is 2N. When an analytical
expression forg(e) exists, Eq. (50) can be integrated to yield
the electron occupation number as a function of electron
chemical potential.

Analytical integration of Eq. (50) can be performed for two
simple cases. The first case is when the band is very narrow. As
mentioned above, narrow electron bands are expected, for in-
stance, in oxides of the charge disporportionation type. In such
a case, all energy levels have about the same energy,e ≈ etop.
As a result,f is constant, and Eq. (50) becomes

m = etop + kBT ln S n

2 − nD (51)

The expression for the entropy part of Eq. (51) is similar to that
derived in Section II(3)(A) for the configurational entropy of
randomly distributed building units. This is because electrons,
similar to building units, obey Fermi–Dirac statistics. In a lo-
calized scheme, the electrons are associated with any of the
equivalent available ionic sites. In a narrow-band scheme, the
electron occupies any of the (nearly) degenerate energy levels.
The influence of electron spin is to double the total number of
available energy levels. Hence, the maximum value for the
occupation number isn 4 2. In the limit of a narrow band, this
maximum implies that two electrons of opposite spin are in the
vicinity of one atom. If coulombic repulsion between these
electrons leads to interaction energies, which are large com-
pared with the bandwidth, the electrons tend to localize (Mott
localization).23 This is why the one-electron theory breaks
down for narrow electron bands. In the localized scheme, the
site exclusion effectprecludes the occupation of the same lat-
tice sites by two electrons. As a result, the entropy part of Eq.
(51) differs from the one that is obtained by adding the spin and
configurational entropy of electronic building units. The spin
entropy of electronic building units is discussed in Section
II(4)(B).

The second case in which Eq. (50) can be integrated ana-
lytically is when the electron occupation numbern is either
small or ∼2, which corresponds with an almost completely
empty or filled band, respectively. Below, we derive an ex-
pression for the chemical potential of electrons in case the band
is almost filled. From Ref. 38, it follows thatm − e >> kBT for
an almost filled band, in which case we can use the approxi-
mation

f (e) ≈ 1 − exp[−(m − e)/kBT] (52)

Substituting this expression into Eq. (50) and integrating from
e 4 etop − W to e 4 etop, we obtain

m 4 kBT ln I − kBT ln (2 − n) (53)

whereI is a term independent of the electron occupation num-
ber:

I = *
etop−W

etop

exp(e/kBT) g(e) de (54)

Note that 2− n is the electron-hole occupation number and that
Eq. (53) is similar to the negative value of the chemical po-
tential of ideally diluted electron holes. When the band is wide,
i.e., W >> kBT, integration of Eq. (54) can be performed ana-
lytically using the well-established expression for the density
of states at the top of the band:38

g(e) =
Vuc m*

h2p2 Î2m*

h2 ~etop − e! (55)

where m* is the effective electron mass near the top of the
band,h 4 h/2p, h Planck’s constant, and Vuc the volume of the
unit cell. Equation (55) resembles that for the density of states
of a free-electron gas with effective electron massm*. Inte-
grating and substituting the resulting expression forI in the
expression form given by Eq. (53) leads to

m = Setop −
3

2
kBTD − TF−

3

2
kB −

3

2
kB ln SVuc

2/3m*kBT

2ph2 D
+ kB ln S2 − n

2 DG (56)

Here, the first term (between parentheses) on the right-hand
side is the energy part of the chemical potential, and the term
between brackets following the temperatureT is the entropy
part. As expected from the equipartition law,22 a term
−(3/2)kBT resulting from the kinetic energy of nearly free elec-
tron holes appears in the energy part of the chemical potential.
Because the value of the effective electron massm* increases
with decreasing bandwidth, the entropy of electrons appears to
be a function of the bandwidth.

In general, integration of Eq. (50) can be performed only
numerically, provided that the functional dependence ofg(e) is
known. Below, the electron chemical potential is evaluated
numerically as a function ofn and W, using the following
expression forg(e):

g~e! =
3

WÎ1 −
2|e + 0.5W|

W
(57)

Although Eq. (57) resembles no known dispersion for the den-
sity of states in a solid, it predicts a square root of energy
dependence at the top and the bottom of the band. This expres-
sion is introduced by us to show how the electron chemical
potential, including its energy and entropy parts, is related to
the width of the band. We have definedg(e) in such a way that
the energy at the top of the band equals zero, while the total
number of electron states in the band is equal to 2. In Fig. 3, the
density of electron states is plotted as a function of energy for
the caseW 4 20kBT. The Fermi–Dirac distribution function
for m 4 −4kBT is shown for comparison. Only those electron
states within a fewkBT of m are partially occupied, whereas all
the other electron states are either completely filled when they
are well belowm or empty when abovem. Because the total
number of energy states within a fewkBT of m is much less for
a wide band than for a narrow band, the electron entropy in the
former case is much smaller. This is confirmed by numerical
calculations, the results of which are shown in Fig. 4. At each
value ofn, the absolute value of the electron entropy for a band
with zero bandwidth is larger than the corresponding value for
a wide band (W 4 20kBT). Although the total number entropy
of all electrons in the band is zero when the band is completely
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filled, its first derivative, defined as the electron entropy, be-
comes very large when the electron occupation number ap-
proaches 2, both in the narrow and in the wide band (see Eqs.
(51) and (53)). The sign of the electron entropy is negative,
which corresponds with a positive entropy for electron holes. If
similar calculations were performed for almost-empty bands,
the sign of the electron entropy would have been positive. The
electron entropy is related to the Seebeck coefficient; this ex-
plains why it is possible to determine from Seebeck measure-
ments whether a material isn-type orp-type.46

The energy part of the chemical potential is constant for a
narrow band, and it decreases with decreasing occupation num-
ber in a wide band. In agreement with Eq. (56), the electron
energy is approximated by−(3/2)kBT when the wide band is
almost completely filled. With decreasing occupation number,
the value of the electron chemical potential approaches its en-
ergy part because of the vanishing influence of the electron
entropy. Because, in this case, the Fermi–Dirac distribution
function can be approximated by a step function, Eq. (50)
simplifies to

Fig. 3. Plot of the density of states,g, derived from Eq. (57), as a
function of energy. Energy at the top of the band is zero. Bandwidth,
W, is 20kBT. Fermi–Dirac distribution functionf, whenm 4 −4kBT,
also is shown as a function of energy.

Panel A. Rigid-Band Model

In the model used to derive Eq. (61), the Fermi level moves upwards at a rate determined byg(m) when electrons created
by vacancy formation are donated to the band. Implicitly, it is assumed that the electron band is rigid in the sense that it does
not change its shape or position when oxygen ions are removed from the solid. Although, in this view, commonly referred to
as theelectron-gas rigid-band model,39 important features, such as screening, electron correlation, and exchange, are ne-
glected. Observed chemical potential variations for alkali-metal intercalated transition-metal dichalcogenides have been found
to correlate well with density-of-states calculations40 and X-ray absorption measurements.41 McKinnon and Selwyn42 criti-
cized the validity of the electron-gas rigid-band model. With reference to thescreened impurity rigid-band modeldeveloped
by Friedel,43 these authors proposed that, when ionized impurities are added or removed, the entire band shifts because of the
perturbation constituted by the screened coulomb-potential of the impurity. Because the latter shift is exactly opposite to the
shift in the Fermi level expected from the change in electron occupancy, the resulting value of the Fermi level remains
unaffected. Sellmyer39 concluded that both rigid-band models would have the same implications for an experiment in which
energies are usually measured only relative to the bottom of the band. However, in point defect studies, energies are measured
on an absolute scale, and, therefore, the results depend on which model is applicable. We found strong support in favor of the
applicability of the electron-gas rigid-band model for the oxygen-deficient perovskites La1−xSrxCoO3−d.44 We found that, in
these materials, the equilibriummO2

appears to decrease almost linearly with increasing net electron occupancy, i.e., 2d − x.
Because changes in the chemical potential of the oxygen ions are expected to vary withd instead of 2d − x, we concluded that
the observed dependence results from variations in the Fermi level.

Fig. 4. Plot of the electron chemical potentialm and its energye and
entropysas a function of the bandwidthWand the electron occupation
number in the band. Calculations were based on Eqs. (50) and (57).
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n = *
etop−W

m

g(e) de (58)

Taylor expansion and, omitting second and higher-order terms,
gives, after rearranging.

m = m~n0! +
1

g~m~n0!!
~n − n0! (59)

To show that Eq. (59) is a fair approximation of the electron
chemical potential in partially filled wide bands, the value of
g(m) is compared with that obtained from numerical differen-
tiation of n with respect tom. Results are given in Fig. 5,
showing that, for a widthW 4 20kBT, the density of states is
in reasonable agreement with the slope ofn as function ofm.

In contradiction to Eqs. (51) and (53), Eq. (59) does not lead
to the familiar mass-action-type equation when substituted into
the equilibrium condition. Let us suppose the following oxygen
incorporation reaction:

O2
gas + 2{VÖ} + 4e8 ↼⇁ nil (60)

where e8 is an electron in a partially filled wide band, and the
lattice oxygen vacancies are assumed to be randomly distrib-
uted and noninteracting. Substituting Eqs. (22) and (59) into
the equilibrium condition for Eq. (60) leads to

PO2
gasS N$VÖ%

3N − N$VÖ%
D2

exp[4(n − n0!/g~m~n0!!kBT# 4

exp[−(mO2

0 − DFO2

0 !kBT# (61)

whereDFO2

0 = −2e$VÖ%
0 − 4m~n0!.

When Eq. (61) applies, the density of statesg(m(n0)) can be
obtained by measuringN{ VÖ} as a function of temperature and
oxygen-gas partial pressure.

(4) Analyzing Experimental Data
We have analyzed reactions between defects by substitution

of the appropriate expressions for the chemical potentials of the
involved defects into the condition that applies at equilibrium.
We have demonstrated that this approach leads to familiar
mass-action-type equations only when defect interactions, site
exclusion effects, and condensation of electronic defects can be
neglected. The purpose of this section is to analyze how defect
formation energies are related to experimental data ofmO2

gas as
a function of temperature and oxygen stoichiometry.

(A) Evaluation of Partial Energy and Entropy of Oxygen:
This can be of great help in the interpretation of data from
oxygen nonstoichiometry measurements.45,47–49The partial en-
ergy eO2

oxide and entropysO2
oxide associated with oxygen incorpo-

ration into the oxide are defined by

eO2
oxide = SEoxide

NO2
D

T

= SmO2
gas/T

1/T D
NO

(62)

sO2
oxide = SSoxide

NO2
D

T

= − SmO2
gas

T D
NO

(63)

whereEoxideandSoxideare the energy and entropy part ofFoxide,
respectively. In the derivation of Eqs. (62) and (63), we used
the thermodynamic Maxwell relations and the condition for
equilibrium between the oxide and the surrounding gas:
mO2

gas 4 eO2
oxide − TsO2

oxide. The values ofeO2
oxide andsO2

oxide thus can
be obtained by measuringmO2

gas as a function of temperature at
constant oxygen stoichiometry. To obtain correct values for
eO2

oxide andsO2
oxide, thePO2

gas-independent part ofmO2
gas, i.e., m0

O2
gas,

also must be differentiated. Expressions form0
O2

gas can be found
in the literature.24,34

The following step in the analysis is to placeeO2
oxide andsO2

oxide

in the framework of a point-defect model. As an example, we
consider the oxygen-incorporation reaction given by Eq. (60).
From Eqs. (62 ) and (63) and the equilibrium condition for this
reaction, it follows that

eO2
oxide = − 2e$VÖ% − 4ee8 (64)

sO2
oxide = − 2s$VÖ% − 4se8 (65)

where, based on Eq. (60),e{ VÖ} and s{ VÖ} are the energy and
entropy of randomly distributed and noninteracting oxygen va-
cancy building units, andee8 and se8 are the corresponding
quantities for the delocalized electrons. Appropriate expres-
sions for the energy and entropy of these defects can be taken
from Eqs. (22) and (59). Substitution of these expressions into
Eqs. (64) and (65) and using the condition of charge neutrality,
i.e., n − n0 4 2(d − d0), leads to

eO2
oxide = DeO2

0 1 8
d 1 d0

g~eF!
(66)

sO2
oxide = DsO2

0 + 2kB ln S d

3 − dD (67)

where De0
O2

and Ds0
O2

are energy and entropy terms that are
independent ofd and eF, and whereeF is the Fermi energy,
which equals the electron chemical potential. The parameter
De0

O2
contains the constant formation energies of lattice oxygen

vacancies and delocalized electrons. Neglecting vibrational ef-
fects, Eqs. (66) and (67) show thateO2

oxide and sO2
oxide are inde-

pendent of temperature. In Fig. 6, experimental data of these
quantities for La0.8Sr0.2CoO3-d obtained at four different tem-
peratures are plotted as a function of the nonstoichiometry
parameterd. Data were obtained from electromotive force
(emf) measurements at constant oxygen stoichiometry as a

Fig. 5. Comparison of the local density of states ate 4 m, g(m) with
the slope dn/dm as a function of the electron occupation number in the
band. Calculations were made using Eqs. (50) and (57), assuming a
band widthW 4 20kBT.
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function of temperature, using a zirconia electrolytic cell en-
closing the sample.45,50 eO2

oxide and sO2
oxide can be fitted to Eqs.

(66) and (67), respectively, which demonstrates that oxygen
vacancies are randomly distributed and electrons are delocal-
ized in La0.8Sr0.2CoO3-d. The latter observation is in agreement
with the measured metallic conduction at elevated temperatures
in this compound.51

An advantage of the above procedure is that more insight is
gained into the defect statistics. In La0.8Sr0.2CoO3-d, sO2

oxide is a
function ofd and is associated with the configurational entropy
of oxygen vacancies. No contribution resulting from the en-
tropy of electrons can be identified. On the other hand, the
change ineO2

oxide is determined by the corresponding change of
the Fermi energy.

In Section II(2)(B), we concluded that, because of the charge
neutrality requirement, the chemical potentials of charged
building units cannot be measured separately. The above ex-
ample shows that it remains possible to ascribe changes inmO2

gas

to originate from contributions resulting from the individual
defects.

m0
O2

gasand, consequently, all energies in Eqs. (64) and (66) are
defined with respect to the energy of an isolated O2 molecule
at 0 K. However, in measurement of, for example, thermionic
emission and also in model calculations, the energy associated
with the incorporation of either an electron or an O2− ion into
the oxide is commonly determined relative to the energy of this
particle at 0 K under vacuum. Therefore, to compare with such
experiments or calculations, the energy associated with the
dissociation of O2 into two O atoms (496 kJ/mol)52 and 2 times
the O/O2− electron affinity (702 kJ/mol)53 should be subtracted
from De0

O2
. The final step in the analysis is to correct the values

of De0
O2

andDs0
O2

for contributions resulting from the changes
in vibrational Helmholz free energy and electron-spin entropy
with oxygen stoichiometry changes. In the following section,
we discuss how to obtain approximate values for these contri-
butions.

(B) Vibrational and Spin Terms in the Helmholtz Free En-
ergy of Oxides: In Section II(2)(A), we showed that a building
unit consists of two structure elements. Suppose that the spin of
the first structure element isS1, while that of the second isS2.
Then, the total number of possible spin configurations,Vspin, is
given by

Vspin = ~2S1 + 1!N1~2S2 + 1!N2 (68)

whereN1 and N2 are the numbers of the respective structure

elements. CombiningSspin 4 kB ln Vspin with site conservation
N1 + N2 4 N results in the following entropy of spin:

Sspin = kBN1 ln S2S1 + 1

2S2 + 1D + kBN ln ~2S2 + 1! (69)

Differentiating with respect toN1 shows that the spin entropy
part of the chemical potential of electronic building units is
given by

sspin = kB ln S2S1 + 1

2S2 + 1D (70)

Let us take as an example the {Cu8Cu} building unit, where
Cu×

Cu represents a Cu2+ ion that has thed9 configuration. The
spin of the Cu8Cu structure element (d10 closed-shell configura-
tion) is zero, while that of Cu×Cu is 1⁄2. Hence, the spin multi-
plicity of these structure elements is given by 1 and 2, respec-
tively. The entropy of spin for this building unit thus is equal
to kB ln 1⁄2. This procedure differs from that used in Section
II(3)(C). There we assumed that, in the framework of one-
electron band theory, each nearly free electron has spin1⁄2 and,
as a result, the total number of available levels and the electron
density of energy states is doubled. In this section, the total spin
of an electronic structure element is calculated by adding the
spins of all valence electrons of the ion.

In addition to spin, the structure elements also can possess
orbital angular momentumL. Because, for the 3dn electronic
configuration of the transition metals, the spin-orbit coupling is
relatively weak,54 the total degeneracy of the electronic state in
the transition metals can be calculated from (2S + 1)(2L + 1).
Accordingly, Eqs. (68)–(70) can be modified to account for the
degeneracies associated with the orbital angular momentums
L1 andL2 of the respective structure elements.

Approximate values for thevibrational terms in the free-
energy expression can be obtained, considering the influence of
creation of oxygen vacancies on the total vibrational free en-
ergy. In the perfect crystal, each ion has six degrees of free-
dom: three degrees of freedom in both momentum and position
space. The potential energy function near the minimum at a
lattice site can be approximated by a quadratic function of the
three position coordinates. The kinetic energy is a quadratic
function of the three momentum coordinates. Hence, there are
6N quadratic terms in the expression of the energy for each
oxygen ion. In accordance with the classical equipartition
law,22 each quadratic term contributes 0.5kBT to the total en-

Fig. 6. Plot of the energy and entropy of oxygen incorporation into La0.8Sr0.2CoO3-d as a function ofd and temperature.45 Lower and upper lines
represent best fits to Eqs. (66) and (67), respectively.
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ergy of the system. Upon incorporation of one oxygen mol-
ecule, two oxygen ions are added to the lattice; therefore, 12
quadratic energy terms appear in the expression for the energy.
As a result, we obtain

DeO2

vibrational= 6kBT (71)

whereDevibrational
O2

denotes that part ofDe0
O2

that originates from
the vibrational degrees of freedom.

No simple relation exists to calculate the absolute entropy. It
is possible, however, to calculate changes in the entropy as a
function of temperature. Using the classical equipartition law,
we find

DsO2

vibrational

T
=

1

T

DeO2

vibrational

T
=

6kB

T
(72)

Equation (72) can be used to transform experimental data of
entropy at different temperatures to a reference temperature
above the Debye temperature.

III. Ionic and Electronic Transport in Oxides

(1) Introduction
The transport of oxygen through mixed ionic and electron-

conducting oxides is commonly described using either Wag-
ner’s theory12 or the ambipolar diffusion model.55,56 In their
most traditional form, both formalisms are restricted to the
simultaneous transport of a single-ionic-type defect and a
single-electronic type defect that are ideally diluted and do not
interact. Maier and Schwitzgebel57 have shown that, when sev-
eral ionic and electronic defects contribute to the overall trans-
port, defects can be grouped into so-called conservative en-
sembles. An advantage of conservative ensembles is that,
within the Wagner theory, they can be dealt with as if they
were single-defect species. As such, the concept of conserva-
tive ensembles allows the incorporation of defect association
into the theory of ambipolar diffusion. An additional advantage
of the theory of conservative ensembles is that it allows inter-
pretation of the occurrence of cross-coefficients between the
overall ionic and electronic fluxes. Janek and co-workers58,59

have shown that the value of the cross-coefficients also can be
evaluated when they originate from coulombic interactions be-
tween defects.

The purpose of this section is to review the above theories
and to show how they can be useful in deriving general ex-
pressions for the ambipolar diffusion of ions and electrons in
oxides. These expressions fit into the framework of irreversible
thermodynamics and can include defect interactions, the con-
tributions of several ionic and electronic defects with various
valence states, and the coupling of overall ionic and electronic
fluxes. Also, the influence of the magnitude of the cross-
coefficients on the rate of ambipolar diffusion is investigated.

We start with deriving expressions that describe the transport
of individual defects. The role of the site-exclusion effect on
the thermally activated hopping transport of localized defects is
analyzed. In Section III(3), two theories are discussed that en-
able investigation of the origin and magnitude of coupling of
the overall ionic and electronic fluxes. First, the coupling is
explained in terms of the presence of mobile defects with a
variable ionization degree, which leads to a coupled-diffusion-
reaction process that can be handled using the theory of con-
servative ensembles. In the second theory, the occurrence of
cross-coefficients between the overall ionic and electronic
fluxes is related to direct coulombic interactions between de-
fects. In the remaining sections, electronic and ionic fluxes are
combined using both Wagner’s theory12 and the ambipolar
diffusion model55,56 to study the net oxygen flux and electric
current density. Although, in general, overall transport of the
neutral component, here oxygen, is influenced by both bulk and

surface exchange kinetics,60 the discussion is focused primarily
on transport in the bulk.

Throughout this section, we describe the transport of defects
in terms of building units.19 Because a building unit is defined
relative to the ideal defect-free lattice, the description in terms
of building units ensures that the transport of defects does not
violate the structure conservation requirement (see Section
II(2)(A)).

(2) Transport of Individual Defects
Various types of mechanisms have been proposed for the

transport of ionic and electronic point defects in solids. The
transport of electrons and electron holes in metals and semi-
conductors is commonly described with the Boltzmann trans-
port theory.61 Expressions for the diffusivity of small62 and
large37 polarons have been derived by incorporating electron–
phonon interactions in the Boltzmann transport theory. The
most commonly used mechanism to describe the transport of
localized ionic and electronic point defects in crystalline solids
is based on the thermally activated hopping of point defects to
neighboring lattice sites. Two approaches to derive expressions
for the hopping transport of localized defects are encountered
in the literature. The first uses linear irreversible thermody-
namic theory,63 and the second is based on atomistic reaction-
rate theory.64,65 The resulting transport expressions of these
two approaches are the same when defects are noninteracting,
as is the case for ideally diluted solutions. The purpose of this
section is to find out how the expressions for transport change
when thesite exclusion effectis explicitly accounted for. As an
example for the transport of point defects by means of hopping,
we consider oxygen-ion transport in an oxygen-deficient
ABO3-d perovskite. In these perovskites, oxygen ions are be-
lieved to move through the lattice via an activated hopping
process over vacant oxygen lattice sites {VÖ}.

According to linear irreversible thermodynamics, the flux of
any defect is linearly related to its thermodynamic generalized
driving force. For transport of defects, the driving force is the
negative gradient in the electrochemical potential, −=h. As-
suming that defect interactions can be neglected and, as a re-
sult, no cross-coefficients appear, the flux of oxygen vacancy
building unitsJ{ VÖ} is given by63

J$VÖ% = − s$VÖ%=h$VÖ% (73)

where we have introduced the transport coefficient s{ VÖ} , which
is related to the conductivity of the vacanciess{ VÖ} as follows:

s$VÖ% =
s$VÖ%

z$VÖ%
2 e2

(74)

wherez{ VÖ} is the valence of the lattice oxygen vacancy; i.e.,
z{ VÖ} 4 2. The more general case in which cross-coefficients
between the defect fluxes cannot be neglected, e.g., due to the
presence of coulombic interactions, is discussed in Section
III( 3)(B). Linear-irreversible thermodynamics does not yield
expressions that relate s{ VÖ} to parameters such as oxygen va-
cancy concentration and temperature. Further evaluation of
s{ VÖ} requires considerations from an atomistic point of view.

It is commonly assumed that s{ VÖ} is linearly related to the
concentration of oxygen vacanciesc{ VÖ} .63,65

s$VÖ% = c$VÖ%b$VÖ% (75)

whereb{ VÖ} is the mechanical mobility, the value of which is
regarded to be constant for ideally diluted defects at constant
temperature. In general, however,b{ VÖ} depends on oxygen
vacancy concentration. Because an oxygen vacancy can move
to a neighboring site only when that site is occupied by a
regular lattice oxygen ion,b{ VÖ} must be proportional to the site
occupancy of regular lattice oxygen ions:

b$VÖ% = b$VÖ%
0 S3c0 − c$VÖ%

3c0 D = b$VÖ%
0 S1 −

c$VÖ%

3c0 D (76)
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wherec0 is the concentration of units ABO3 and use has been
made of Eq. (5). In this formalism,b0

{ VÖ} is independent of
vacancy concentration but is expected to be thermally acti-
vated. The termc{ VÖ} /3c0 in Eq. (76) corresponds with the
fraction of neighboring sites that is excluded in the statistics of
the hopping process. Combining Eqs. (75) and (76) shows that
s{ VÖ} is proportional to the concentration of both unoccupied
and occupied sites. Therefore, the flux is expected to be maxi-
mum when one-half of the accessible sites are occupied.56,65

Under the assumption that the oxygen vacancies are ran-
domly distributed and noninteracting, the electrochemical po-
tential of oxygen vacancy building units is given by (see Eq.
(22))

h$VÖ% = m$VÖ%
0 + kBT ln S c$VÖ%

3c0 − c$VÖ%
D + z$VÖ%eF (77)

whereF is the internal electric potential andm0
{ VÖ} the con-

centration-independent part ofm{ VÖ} . The denominator of the
term between parentheses in Eq. (77) originates from thesite
exclusion effect,which states that two defects cannot occupy a
single site simultaneously. The flux of oxygen vacancies can be
derived by differentiating Eq. (77). Making the appropriate
rearrangements, if follows that

J$VÖ% = − b$VÖ}
0 kBT5=c$VÖ%

+ 3z$VÖ%ec$VÖ%S1 −
c$VÖ%

3c0 D
kBT

4=F6
(78)

The site-exclusion terms in Eqs. (76) and (77) are canceled. As
a result, the first term on the right-hand side in Eq. (78) relates
the flux of oxygen vacancies to the gradient in oxygen vacancy
concentration, as predicted by Fick’s first law of diffusion:
J{ VÖ} 4 −DF=c{ VÖ} . The corresponding Fick’s diffusion coef-
ficient is given byDF 4 kBTb0

{ VÖ} . Its relationship with con-
ductivity can be expressed by

s$VÖ% =
z$VÖ%
2 e2c$VÖ%S1 −

c$VÖ%

3c0 DDF

kBT
(79)

For low vacancy concentration, the term 1 −c{ VÖ} /3c0 vanishes,
and the result obtained is equal to the result valid in the ideally
diluted regime.63 If the oxygen self-diffusion coefficientDO 4
DF(c{ VÖ} /3c0) is inserted in Eq. (79), the Nernst–Einstein equa-
tion is obtained. However,DO is, in general, a strong function
of the oxygen vacancy concentration. The vacancy diffusion
coefficientDV is related to Fick’s diffusion coefficient as fol-
lows: DV 4 DF(1 − c{ VÖ} /3c0). DV is proportional to the frac-
tion of regular lattice oxygen ions. Because this factor is∼1 for
low vacancy concentration,DV, in contrast withDO, generally
is only a weak function of the vacancy concentration. As an
example of a material in which bothDV and DO depend
strongly on vacancy concentration, we consider YBa2Cu3O7-y.
In this compound, oxygen vacancy transport is confined to the
basal (a–b) plane.66 The fraction of oxygen vacancies in this
plane can be any value between 0 and 1. Because the oxygen-
ion conductivity is proportional to both the fraction of oxygen
vacancies and regular oxygen ions, a maximum value is ex-
pected for the ionic conductivity when the site occupancy in the
basal plane is exactly one-half. Indeed, such a maximum has
been observed from oxygen permeation experiments by Patra-
keevet al.66

Finally, the basic transport equation represented by Eq. (78)
also can be derived from an atomistic approach based on ki-

netic reaction-rate theory, when the site-exclusion effect is ex-
plicitly accounted for.

(3) Coupling of Ionic and Electronic Transport
In the previous section, defect interactions were neglected.

As a result, no cross-coefficients appear in Eq. (73) describing
the transport of a single defect. In general, however, the elec-
tronic and ionic fluxes can be coupled, resulting in cross-
coefficients in the corresponding transport equations. The pur-
pose of this section is to show that coupling can be described
in two ways. First, the appearance of measurable cross-
coefficients is attributed to the simultaneous transport of ionic
defects with different valence states. In Section III(3)(A), we
derive general expressions for the overall ionic and electronic
fluxes on the basis of the theory of conservative ensembles
developed by Maier and Schwitzgebel.57 Second, coupling is
attributed to interactions between mobile electronic and ionic
defects. In Section III(3)(B), we derive expressions for the
cross-coefficients in nonstoichiometric Co1−dO for the case
where these interactions are assumed to be purely coulombic.
The compound Co1−dO is used as an example because Dieck-
mann67 has shown that experimental data of cobalt nonstoi-
chiometry can be modeled using the traditional formalism (see
Section II(3)(A)) based on the noninteracting, ideally diluted
defects {V9Co}, { V8Co}, { V×

Co}, and h•, whereas Tetotet al.68

have demonstrated that the nonstoichiometry of Co1−dO
equally can be well analyzed in terms of only two defects, i.e.,
doubly ionized cobalt vacancies {V9Co} and electron holes h•, if
a Debye–Hu¨ckel correction (see Eq. (29)) is applied to account
for the coulombic defect interactions. Therefore, the value of
the cross-coefficients in Co1−dO can be calculated in both
ways. An additional advantage of using Co1−dO as an example
is that the theoretical values can be compared with experimen-
tal data,69,70 which is done in Section III(3)(C).

(A) Conservative Ensembles:In this section, the concept
of conservative ensembles, developed by Maier and Schwitz-
gebel,57 is used to derive general expressions for the overall
ionic and electronic fluxes when there are contributions of an
arbitrary number of electronic, oxygen-related, and cation-
related defects. These expressions fit into the framework of
linear irreversible thermodynamics. Let us first introduce three
levels of transport in mixed conducting oxides. Experimentally
accessible fluxes and electrochemical potential gradients are
restricted to those of electrons and neutral components (experi-
mental level). Fluxes and electrochemical potential gradients of
point defects (defect level) generally cannot be measured di-
rectly. We show that the fluxes, transport coefficients, and
electrochemical potential gradients at the defect level are re-
lated to their counterparts at the experimental level. An inter-
mediateensemble levelis introduced to deal with properties of
groups of defects.

If more than two defects determine overall diffusion, then
internal defect reactions have to be accounted for. Maier and
Schwitzgebel57 have shown that, for a binary oxide, in such a
case, the transport problem can be reduced to the transport of
only oxygen ions O*, cations A*, and electrons e*, where the
asterisks designate that these species must be regarded as en-
sembles, rather than defects. These ensembles can be treated
similar to transport species for which valence, concentration,
and chemical potential are well-defined. The valence of an
ensemble can be chosen freely; however, it preferably is set to
valences of charge carriers commonly present in known ionic
and electronic conductors. For example, the valence of O* is
preferably 2−, which is in agreement with the O2− conduction
in well-known electrolytes, such as ZrO2 and CeO2 doped with
aliovalent oxides.

(a) Elements of conservative ensembles:We begin by
considering the elements that belong to the ensembles in a
binary oxide A2+O2−. The O* ensemble contains all oxygen-
related defects, such as oxygen vacancies {VÖ}, { VȮ}, { V×

O},
and oxygen interstitials, {O9i }, {O 8i }, and {O×

i }, whereas the A*
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ensemble contains all types of cation vacancies {V9A}, { V8A},
and {V×

A}. The e* ensemble contains all electronic defects,
such as free electrons e8 and h•,‡ in addition to those ionic
defects that effectively bear an electronic charge carrier. This is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 7. The ionic defects in the
intersecting regions belong to the ionic ensemble as well as to
the e* ensemble. For each defect,zi is the charge,ci the con-
centration,Ji the flux, andhi the electrochemical potential.
Subscriptsi, j, andk denote electronic, O*, and A* ensembles,
respectively. Further, we definenO, nA, and ne as the total
number of types of O-related, A-related, and electronic defects,
respectively. Using these definitions, we can relate the concen-
trations (c*O, c*A, andc*e) and the fluxes (J*O, J*A, andJ*e) of the
ensembles to the concentration and fluxes of their elements.
For the O* ensemble,

c*O = cO
0 + (

j=1

nO

mjcj (80)

J*O = (
j=1

nO

mj Jj (81)

for the A* ensemble,

c*A = cA
0 + (

k=1

nA

mkck (82)

J*A = (
k=1

nA

mkJk (83)

and for the e* ensemble,

c*e = − (
i=1

ne

zici + (
j=1

nO

~z*O − zj mj!mjcj + (
k=1

nA

~z*A − zkmk!mkck

(84)

J*e = −(
i=1

ne

ziJi + (
j=1

nO

~z*O − zj mj!mjJj + (
k=1

nA

~z*A − zkmk!mkJk

(85)

wherez*O andz*A are the respective valencies of the O* and A*
ensembles, andz*e 4 −1. The parameterm designates whether
the defect represents a vacant site in the lattice; e.g.,m 4 −1
indicates a vacant site andm 4 +1 indicates a nonvacant site.
The values of the valence and the parameterm for some defects
are given in Table I. The parametersc0

O andc0
A represent the

concentrations of O and A atoms in the lattice at ideal stoichi-
ometry, respectively. As a result, the ensemble concentrations
c*O andc*A are directly related to the absolute stoichiometry of
the sample, irrespective of the defect concentrations. Also,
ionic defects that obeymjzj 4 z*O or mkzk 4 z*A do not con-
tribute to the electronic ensemble. Ionic defects that do not
satisfy this condition are associated with electronic charge car-
riers and, therefore, also belong to the e* ensemble. This results
in the appearance of cross-coefficients between the ionic and
electronic fluxes, to which point we return below.

(b) Internal defect reactions:To relate the electrochemi-
cal potential of ensembles to the electrochemical potential of
the individual defects, we consider all internal defect reactions
at the defect level. Examples of such reactions are

$VÖ% + e8 ⇀↽ $VȮ%

$VÖ% + $O9i % ⇀↽ nil

e8 + h• ⇀↽ nil

The ensembles are defined in such a way that these internal
defect reactions do not influence the concentration of the en-
sembles. Thus, although internal defect reactions result in
source and sink terms in the expressions for conservation of
defect concentrations, their contributions cancel out in the ex-
pression for the conservation of ensemble concentration. It is
for this reason that they are called ‘‘conservative’’ ensembles.
In equilibrium, the electrochemical potentials of defects are
related to each other through the internal defect reactions. This
remains valid under nonequilibrium conditions if the internal
defect reactions proceed fast compared with the transport of
matter.71 Using the internal defect reactions, the electrochemi-
cal potential of each defect can be related to the electrochemi-
cal potentials of the ensembles, (h*O, h*A, andh*e). The result of
such analysis for the electrochemical potentials of all types of
O-related, A-related, and electronic defects can be enumerated
as follows:

hj = mjh*O + ~z*O − zj mj!mjh*e O-related defects (86)

hk = mkh*A + ~z*A − zkmk!mkh*e A-related defects (87)

hi = − zih*e electronic defects (88)

(c) Transport equations: Next we relate the fluxes of en-
sembles to the corresponding electrochemical potential gradi-
ents. First, the transport equations of all individual defects are
considered. In agreement with Eq. (73), these are of the type

J = −s=h (89)

We have neglected cross-coefficients between defect fluxes,

‡Note that, in, e.g., the ABO3-d perovskite structure, localized electrons {B8B} and
holes {BḂ} also belong to the e* ensemble.

Fig. 7. Schematic picture of the O*, A*, and e* conservative en-
sembles. Only electrons and electron holes as well as oxygen and
cation vacancies with various valences are considered as elements in
the figure. Defects in the intersecting regions result in the appearance
of cross-coefficients between ionic and electronic fluxes (see Section
III( 3)(A)).

Table I. Valence and Parameterm for Some Defects Used
in Section III( 3)(A)

Defect Ensemble Valence m

{ VÖ} O* +2 −1
{ V×

O} O* 0 −1
{O i9} O* −2 +1
{ V8A} A* −1 −1
e8 e* −1
h• e* +1
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which is done to show that cross-coefficients can appear at the
ensemble level, even when they are neglected at the defect
level. Substituting Eqs. (86)–(89) into Eqs. (81), (83), and (85),
the following transport equations at the ensemble level are
obtained:

J*O = − s*OO=h*O − s*Oe=h*e

J*A = − s*AA=h*A − s*Ae=h*e

J*e = − s*eO=h*O − s*eA=h*A − s*ee=h*e (90)

where the Onsager transport coefficientss*mn are given by

s*OO = (
j=1

nO

sj

s*AA = (
k=1

nA

sk

s*ee= (
i=1

ne

zi
2si + (

j=1

nO

~z*O − mjzj!
2sj + (

k=1

nA

~z*A − mkzk!
2sk

s*Oe = s*eO = (
j=1

nO

~z*O − mjzj!sj

s*Ae = s*eA = (
k=1

nA

~z*A − mkzk!sk (91)

Cross-coefficients appear at the ensemble level, fulfilling the
Onsager reciprocal relations*mn 4 s*nm.72 The cross-coefficient
presence is due to the fact that distinct ionic defects effectively
carry electronic charge carriers with them. In Fig. 7, these
defects are placed in the intersecting area where the ionic and
electronic ensembles overlap. However, whether cross-
coefficients appear depends upon the choices made for the
valences of the ensembles. As an example, let us consider the
case in which {VȮ} and e8 defects are the majority defects at
the defect level. Then, zero cross-coefficients are found at the
ensemble level whenz*O 4 −1. However, commonly used ionic
probes measure electrochemical potential gradients in O2−

rather than in O−, which means that, at the experimental level,
nonzero cross-coefficients continue to be observed.

Another case in which oxygen-ion transport at the experi-
mental level differs from that at the ensemble level results
when the transport of cations cannot be neglected. Suppose an
oxygen chemical gradient is applied to a sample of the com-
pound AvO, where v is the stoichiometric number. Conse-
quently, oxygen anions move from the high to the low oxygen
partial pressure side. Because the oxygen-anion chemical gra-
dient results in an opposite chemical gradient for cations, these
latter ions move from the low to the high oxygen partial pres-
sure side. At the gas–solid interfaces, the following reaction
takes place:

vA* + O* →← AvO (92)

As a result, the total flux of oxygen ions at the gas–solid
interface is the sum of the bulk oxygen ensemble fluxJ*O in
addition to the number of oxygen anions originating from dis-
sociation of AvO. The latter part is directly related to the en-
semble flux of cationsJ*A by mass balance. Thus, the total
oxygen flux that can be measured by an oxygen-ion-conducting
probe becomes

JO
total = J*O 1

1

v
JA* (93)

If Eq. (93) is used with the condition of equilibrium for the
reaction in Eq. (92) (v =h*A + =h*O 4 0) to transform Eq. (90),
the result is

JO
total = −SsOO* +

sAA*

v2 D=hO* − SsOe* 1
sAe*

v D=he*

J*e = −Ss*eO −
sAe*

v D=hO* − see* =he*

(94)

Wiemhöfer73 has derived transport coefficients for the com-
pound Cu2O, which may seem to differ froms*OO ands*Oe in Eq.
(91). However, the transport coefficients between the paren-
theses in Eq. (94) are in agreement with those obtained by
Wiemhöfer.

(B) Coulombic Defect Interactions:In the previous sec-
tion, defect interactions were neglected. As a result, no cross-
coefficients appeared in the transport expression for individual
defects given by Eq. (89). However, coupling of the fluxes of
ionic and electronic defects is nonnegligible if the causing
defect interactions are strong. We now show how the extent of
the coupling can be evaluated in case such defect interactions
are assumed to be purely coulombic.

From Debye–Hu¨ckel theory,25 in the immediate neighbor-
hood of a charged defect, a cloud with opposite charge is
formed. The extent of this cloud is of the order of the Debye
screening length,LD (see Panel B). When the charged defect
moves from the center of the cloud to another site, the charge
cloud relaxes to a new position. During relaxation, an electric
field is present because of the asymmetrical charge distribu-
tion. This electric field decreases the jump probability of the
central defect. In the Debye–Hu¨ckel–Onsager theory,74 used to
describe the transport properties of ionic species in liquid elec-
trolytes, the latter field is referred to as the relaxation field.

Janek and co-workers58,59have used the relaxation effect to
derive expressions for the transport of ionic and electronic
defects in ionic crystals. As an example, we use their theory to
obtain expressions for the transport coefficients of cobalt va-
cancy building units {V9Co} and electron holes h• in Co1−dO. In
this material, the number of cobalt vacancies is one-half the
number of electron holes, whereas we can safely assume that
the mobility of cobalt vacancies is much smaller than that of
the electron holes. Adopting again the linear irreversible ther-
modynamic approach, the following transport equations are
used to describe the fluxes of cation vacancies and electron
holes:

J$V 9Co% = − s$V9Co% $V9Co%=h$V9Co% − s$V9Co%hz=hhz

Jh = − shz$V9Co%=h$V9Co% − shz hz=hhz (95)

where we have introduced the transport coefficientss{ V9Co}{ V9Co}
,

shzhz, s{ V9Co}h
z, and shz{ V9Co} . According to the Onsager recipro-

cal relation,72 the last two cross-coefficients must be equal.
Under the assumption that the origins of the cross-coefficients
are purely coulombic, the transport coefficients can be related
to the respective transport coefficients of cobalt vacancies and
electron holes at infinite dilution, i.e.,s0

{ V9Co}
and s0

hz. These
relations are58

s{V9Co% $V9Co%
= s0

{V 9Co%

shzhz 4 s0
hz(1 − f )

s$V9Co%hz = shz{V9Co%
=

chz

c$V9Co%
s0

$V9Co% f (96)

wheref is given by

f =
e2~1 − =1/3!

12pekBT

k

1 ` ka
(97)

In Eq. (97),a is the distance of nearest approach ande the
dielectric constant of the solid oxide. At infinite dilution,f
approaches zero and the cross-coefficients disappear. Note that
s{ V9Co}{ V9Co}

is not affected by coulombic defect interactions.
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This can be understood as follows. The charge cloud around
the cobalt vacancy is formed mainly by electron holes. The
electron holes respond quickly to a movement of the vacancy,
and, hence, the relaxation field is small. Conversely, when an
electron hole moves, the surrounding vacancies cannot respond
immediately, and, as a result, a relaxation field is built up that
decreases the velocity of the electron hole by a factor (1− f ) .

The role of the cross-coefficients becomes clear when the
vacancy and electron hole flux are formulated as follows:

J$V 9Co% = −s$V9Co% $V9Co%=h$V9Co%

Jhz = −shzhz=hhz +
shz{V9Co%

s$V9Co% $V9Co%
J$V9Co% (98)

where use has been made ofshzhz >> s{ V9Co}{ V9Co}
$ |s{ V9Co}h z|.

Equation (98) shows that the fast electron holes do not drag
cation vacancies, but the relatively slow vacancies dragshz{ V9Co} /
s{ V9Co}{ V9Co} 4 2f electron holes with them. For this reason,
Janeket al.58 have referred toshz{ V9Co}

/s{ V9Co}{ V9Co}
as thecharge

of transportof the cations. The name, however, is somewhat
misleading, because this ratio does not have the dimension of
charge. In the next section, we show that the charge of transport
calculated from Eq. (96) is in fair agreement with experimental
results.

(C) Example—Evaluation of the Cation Charge of Trans-
port in Co1−dO: As an example, we use the two formalisms
discussed in the previous sections to evaluate the cation charge
of transport in Co1−dO. First, the theory of conservative en-
sembles is used. Dieckmann67 has shown that data of cobalt
nonstoichiometry can be modeled by assuming the presence of
the following defects: {V9Co}, { V8Co}, { V×

Co}, and hz. In Fig. 8,
the defect concentrations at 1000°C are plotted as a function of
oxygen partial pressure. These values have been calculated
from the defect model and the corresponding equilibrium con-
stants reported by Dieckmann.67 If the concept of conservative
ensembles is used, the ensemble transport coefficientss*CoCo,
s*Coe, ands*ee can be expressed in terms of the transport coeffi-
cients of the involved defects as follows (see Eq. (91)):

s*CoCo= s{ V×
Co} + s{ V8Co} + s{ V9Co}

s*Coe= s*eCo= 2s{V ×
Co} + s{V 8Co}

s*ee= shz + 4s{V ×
Co} + s{V 8Co} (99)

The cation charge of transport is given by

s*Coe

s*CoCo
=

2s{V×
Co%

+ s{V8Co%

s{V×
Co%

+ s{V8Co%
+ s{V9Co%

(100)

Panel B. Local Charge Neutrality

Local charge neutrality is used explicitly in deriving the
ambipolar diffusion coefficient, Eq. (118), whereas it is im-
plicitly assumed in the Wagner treatment when substituting
equilibrium data of oxygen nonstoichiometry into Eqs.
(106) or (107). In this panel, the validity of the assumption
of local charge neutrality is discussed.

To calculate the extent of the space charge zones in
mixed conductors, the Poisson equation should be used. It
relates the gradient in the electric field to the electric space
charge density (rsc):

=E = −
rsc

e
= −

eDcsc

e (B–1)

The parameterDcsc represents the space charge concentra-
tion needed to create the gradient in the electric field. If the
mixed conductor is placed in an oxygen potential gradient,
an electric field is developed, the magnitude of which is
given by Eq. (120). Differentiating Eq. (120) and comparing
with Eq. (B–1) shows that, to create the required gradient in
the electric field,Dcsc must be given by

Dcsc ≈
ekBT

e2L2 (B–2)

SubstitutingT 4 1000 K, L 4 1 nm, ande 4 2 × 10−11

F · m−2, we obtainDcsc≈ 1025 m−3. Defect concentrations in
mixed-conducting oxides showing enhanced oxygen trans-
port are typicallyc ≈ 1027 m−3. Thus, even in the case of
mixed-conducting layers with a thickness in the range of
nanometers, deviations from local charge neutrality are rela-
tively small compared with the absolute values of the defect
concentrations. This shows that electric fields can develop
in the bulk of mixed conductors without significantly vio-
lating the assumption of local charge neutrality. Although
deviations from local charge neutrality are relatively small
in the bulk of mixed-conducting perovskites, substantial de-
viations from local charge neutrality can be expected at the
gas–solid interface because of segregation or adsorption of
ionic species at the surface. The extent of space charge
layers at the surface is the Debye length,LD, which can be
calculated by approximately

LD = k−1 =ÎkBTe

e2 S ge

ze
2*c*e

+
gO

zO
2*c*O

D (B–3)

The Debye length typically is a few Ångstroms for mixed-
conducting oxides containing large concentrations of mo-
bile charge carriers. Because of the extremely small size of
the space charge layer, transport through such a layer can be
regarded as an interfacial process.

Fig. 8. Defect concentrations in Co1−dO according to the model of
Dieckmann.67
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For comparison with experimental data, the values of the
transport coefficients must be known. Under the asssumption
that the characteristic time for a vacancy jump is long com-
pared with the residence time of an electron hole at a cation
vacancy, the mechanical mobilities of all cation vacancies are
equal.67 Simplifying Eq. (100) by dividing the mechanical
mobilities in the numerator and denominator leads to the fol-
lowing expressions in which only the concentrations of va-
cancies remain:

s*Coe

s*CoCo
=

2c$V
×
Co} + c$V8Co%

c$V
×
Co% + c$V8Co% + c$V9Co%

= 2 − a (101)

In Eq. (101),a is the average valence of the cation vacancies,
which quantity was first introduced by Martin.75 In Fig. 9,
experimental data of the charge of transport69,70are compared
with values calculated from Eq. (101), in whicha is evaluated
using the defect model of Dieckmann.67 The experimental
values follow the same trend as the theoretical lines. Adjust-
ing the defect mobilities would further improve the agreement
between experiment and theory.

As stated in Section III(3)(B), the measurable coupling be-
tween ionic and electronic fluxes also can be explained in
terms of coulombic defect interactions using the Debye–
Hückel–Onsager theory. Modeling the cobalt nonstoichiom-
etry using a Debye–Hu¨ckel correction to account for coulom-
bic interactions, Tetotet al.68 have shown that {V9Co} and hz
must be the major defects in Co1−dO. Thus, we can calculate
the cation charge of transport from Eqs. (96) and (97). Figure
10 shows that, when the distance of nearest approach is set to
the radius of the Co2+ ion (0.79 Å), good agreement is ob-
tained between experimental and calculated results.

(4) Models for Bulk Oxygen Transport
In this section, we discuss two theories that describe ambi-

polar or chemical diffusion in mixed conductors. In both theo-
ries, no external electric fields are applied. Oxygen transport in
the presence of externally applied electric fields is considered
in Section III(5). First to be discussed is the tarnishing theory
developed by Wagner.12 There, expressions for the transport of
neutral components through the crystal lattice are derived by
using the equilibrium between the neutral components and the
ions and electrons. Because, in this approach, only electro-
chemical potentials of ions, electrons, and the neutral compo-
nents are involved, the Wagner theory has more general valid-
ity than the ambipolar diffusion model, which is the second
theory to be discussed. In the ambipolar diffusion model, the
driving force for bulk transport of ions and electrons is made up
by concentration and electric potential gradients. The fluxes of
ions and electrons are related in this model by the requirement
of local charge neutrality (see Panel B). A disadvantage of this
model compared to the Wagner theory is that cross-coefficients
between the fluxes of ions and electrons cannot be accounted
for. An advantage is that it gives more insight into the role of
the internal electric field during transport.

The transport of cations is neglected. A discussion about
mixed cation–electron transport is provided by Martin.75 To
keep the discussion given below as general as possible, the
transport equations for the O* and e* ensemble (Eq. (90)) are
used as the starting point.

(A) Wagner Theory: Following Dudley and Steele,76 we
introduce the following conductivity coefficients to simplify
the derivations:

s*mn = zmzne
2s*mn (102)

where subscriptsmandn are used to designate the ionic and the
electronic ensemble. The corresponding transference numbers
t*mn are given by

Fig. 9. Comparison of theoretical and experimental69,70 values for
the charge of transport in Co1−dO as a function of the cobalt non-
stoichiometryd.

Fig. 10. Influence of cross-coefficients on ambipolar conductivity.
Only those points are shown for which both the ambipolar conductiv-
ity and the total conductivity are positive.
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t*mn =
s*mn

stotal

stotal = (
m

(
n

s*mn (103)

Oxygen chemical diffusion is characterized by conservation of
charge,

=~z*OJ*O + z*eJ*e! = 0 (104)

in which the differential equation can be solved by the coupled
current condition,

z*OJ*O + z*eJ*e = 0 (105)

Combining Eqs. (90) and (102)–(105) yields, for the local oxy-
gen ensemble flux,

J*O = −
stotal

2z*O
2e2~t*eet*OO − t*eOt*Oe!=S2h*O − 2

z*O
z*e

h*eD
= −

samb

2zO*
2e2=mO2

oxide (106)

where we have introduced the so-called ambipolar conductiv-
ity samb and the oxygen chemical potential in the oxide bulk
mO2

oxide. Equation (106) is consistent with irreversible thermo-
dynamics, becuase the flux of oxygen is directly related to its
chemical potential gradient. At equilibriummO2

oxide is equal to
the gas-phase chemical potential. Under nonequilibrium con-
ditions, a gradient inmO2

oxide is the driving force for bulk oxygen
transport. The question occurs as to the relation betweenmO2

oxide

andmO2

gas at the gas–solid interface under nonequilibrium con-
ditions. If transport is completely limited by diffusion through
the bulk, thenmO2

oxide 4 mO2

gas. On the other hand, if rate limi-
tations by surface oxygen exchange occur, the difference be-
tween mO2

oxide at the interface andmO2

gas represents the driving
force for the interfacial process. Although virtual equilibrium
between O2− and e− species often is assumed to derive the
Wagner equation,55 the present discussion shows that the as-
sumption of bulk limited transport suffices.

The steady-state oxygen fluxJO2
through a membrane of

thicknessL, usingJO2
4 0.5J*O, becomes

JO2
= −S 1

4zO*
2e2LD*

mO2

oxide,x=0
mO2

oxide,x=L

sambdmO2

oxide (107)

where the integration limits are the oxygen chemical potentials,
mO2

oxide, at the membrane boundariesx 4 0 andx = L (wherex
is the distance coordinate). Non-steady-state oxygen transport

is analyzed most commonly in terms of Fick’s first law of
diffusion:

J*O = −D̃=c*O

D̃ =
samb

2zO*
2e2SdmO2

oxide

dc*O
D (108)

whereD̃ is the chemical diffusion coefficient. The advantage of
using Eq. (108) instead of Eq. (106) for non-steady-state trans-
port is that the former can be related easily to conservation of
mass, given by

c*O
t

= −=zJ*O (109)

Combining Eqs. (108) and (109) leads to

c*O
t

= ~= z D̃=c*O! ≈ D̃=2c*O (110)

where the approximation is justified whenD̃ does not vary too
much with concentration of the oxygen-ion ensemble. The
equation obtained is Fick’s second law of diffusion, for which,
in most cases, simple analytical solutions can be found.

No assumptions have been made about the statistics of the
involved defect species.77 Therefore, Eqs. (106) and (110) have
general validity. However, the defect statistics do influence the
oxygen partial pressure and temperature dependence of the
transport parametersD̃ andsamb.

Experimental data of oxygen stoichiometry are obtained for
neutral samples. Using these data for the purpose of modeling
data of oxygen permeation requires that the condition of local
charge neutrality, given by

z*Oc*O + z*ec*e = constant (111)

must be satisfied under transport conditions as well. Panel B
shows that this condition is valid except for very thin zones
adjacent to the gas–solid interfaces. The condition of local
charge neutrality has not been used to derive Eq. (106).

The influence of the cross-coefficients on the magnitude of
the ambipolar conductivity has been investigated. In Fig. 10,
samb/s*OO is shown as a function ofs*Oe/s*OO for three different
values ofs*ee/s*OO. Whens*ee/s*OO > 1, the ambipolar conduc-
tivity shows a maximum whens*OO 4 −s*Oe. The value of the
ambipolar conductivity at the maximum is equal tos*OO. Simi-
larly, the maximum value of the ambipolar conductivity is
equal tos*ee whens*ee/s*OO < 1, which is reached whens*ee 4
−s*Oe. It is further concluded from Fig. 10 that, compared with
the case in which cross-coefficients are negligible, the ambi-

Panel C. Limiting Conditions for Cross-coefficients

The limiting values that can be adopted by cross-
coefficients are determined by the corresponding values of
the diagonal coefficients. This can be shown by evaluating
the total entropy production per unit time dS/dt at constant
temperature. The latter is defined as follows:78

dS

dt
=

−1

T
~J*O?=h*O + J*e?=h*e! (C–1)

Combining Eq. (C–1) with the coupled current condition and
Eq. (106) shows that the entropy production per unit time is
directly related to the squared value of the oxygen chemical
potential gradient.

dS

dt
=

−1

T
~JO2

?=mO2
! =

samb

4zO*
2e2T

~=mO2
?=mO2

! (C–2)

Because the second law of thermodynamics states that
dS/dt $ 0, Eq. (C–2) shows that the ambipolar conductivity
cannot be negative. Hence, oxygen transport against the
oxygen chemical potential gradient is not possible. Simi-
larly, it is found that, in the case when only an external
electric potential gradient is applied but with no oxygen
chemical potential gradient, the total conductivitystotal also
is positive or zero. Combining these two conditions, (stotal
$ 0 andsamb$ 0), leads to the following condition for the
cross-coefficients:seOsOe # seesOO. With some algebra, it
can be shown that the cross-coefficients derived from the
conservative ensemble theory (Eq. (91)) satisfy this condition.
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polar conductivity increases when the cross-coefficients are
negative and decreases otherwise. It is expected, however, that
s*Oe is negative, because, otherwise, the electrons would drag
oxygen ions with them. The latter situation seems to be pos-
sible only when the type of interaction between electrons and
oxygen ions is attractive and, therefore, noncoulombic.

(B) Example: Steady-State Oxygen Permeation through
Perovskite La1−xSrxFeO3−d: As an example, the Wagner
theory is applied to study steady-state oxygen transport through
mixed conducting La1−xSrxFeO3−d membranes. In these mate-
rials, t*ee ≈ 1 over a large range in oxygen partial pressure and
temperature, and, as a result, cross-coefficients disappear in
samb. Equation (107) simplifies to

JO2
= −S 1

4zO*
2e2LD*

mO2

oxide,x=0
mO2

oxide,x=L

s*OO dmO2

oxide (112)

It generally is accepted that, in La1−xSrxFeO3−d, only doubly
charged oxygen vacancies contribute to ionic transport. There-
fore, the Nernst–Einstein equation (Eq. (73)) can be substituted
into Eq. (112). This leads to

JO2
= −

DF

4kBTL*
mO2

oxide,x=0
mO2

oxide,x=L

c$VÖ%S1 −
c$VÖ%

3c0 D dmO2

oxide

(113)

where it is assumed thatDF is constant over the applied oxygen
chemical potential gradient. Equation (113) shows that calcu-
lating the total steady-state oxygen flux is reduced to integrat-
ing the equilibrium oxygen vacancy concentration over the
applied oxygen chemical potential gradient. Data ofc{ VÖ} in
La1−xSrxFeO3 as a function ofmO2

have been obtained from
gravimetric measurements.79 Ten Elshofet al.80 have shown
that theoretically obtained oxygen permeation values using Eq.
(113) are in good agreement with experimental ones. Both
experimental and theoretical results are given in Fig. 11.

(C) Ambipolar Diffusion Model: In the so-called ambipo-
lar diffusion model,55,56 the oxygen transport equations are
based on concentration and electric potential gradients, rather
than on electrochemical potential gradients, as in the Wagner
theory. Again, we start with the expressions for the transport of

the oxygen ion and the electron ensemble given by Eq. (90).
Neglecting cross-coefficients, these expressions can be trans-
formed into

J*e = −D*ege=c*e −
z*eD*ec*ee

kBT
=F

J*O = −D*OgO=c*O −
z*OD*Oc*Oe

kBT
=F (114)

whereD*O andD*e are diffusion coefficients of the oxygen and
electron ensemble, respectively. These diffusion coefficients
have been obtained from the Onsager transport coefficientss*OO
ands*ee, using

D*O =
s*OOkBT

c*O

D*e =
s*eekBT

c*e
(115)

The activity coefficientsgo andge appear in Eq. (114), because
chemical potential gradients have been replaced by concentra-
tion gradients. These values can be calculated from the relation
betweenm andc:

gO =
1

kBT

dm*O
d ln c*O

=
d ln a*O
d ln c*O

ge =
1

kBT

dm*e
d ln c*e

=
d ln a*e
d ln c*e

(116)

i.e., they are equal to 1 only in the case when activities can be
replaced by concentrations. However, in general, the chemical
potential of an ensemble is a complex function of its concen-
tration, which leads to concentration-dependent activity coef-
ficients. Such nonideal behavior of the ensemble reduces the
usefulness of the ambipolar diffusion model.

When the coupled current condition (z*OJ*O + z*eJ*e 4 0) is
used in combination with the local charge neutrality assump-
tion, i.e.,z*Oc*O + z*ec*e 4 0, Eq. (114) is transformed to

Fig. 11. Oxygen permeation as a function of the oxygen partial pressure maintained at the high-pressure side of La1−xSrxFeO3−d membranes
measured by ten Elshofet al.80 Theoretical lines are calculated using Eq. (113).
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J*e 4 −Damb=c*e

J*O 4 −Damb=c*O (117)

whereDamb is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, given by

Damb=
(zO*

2c*Oge + ze*
2c*egO)D*eD*O

ze*
2D*ec*e + zO*

2D*Oc*O
(118)

In the Wagner treatment, the bulk oxygen chemical potential
has been defined to combine the expressions for oxygen-ion
and electron transport. In the ambipolar diffusion model, the
equilibrium between ionic and electronic species is used only at
the gas–solid interfaces to calculate the concentration of these
species. In this model, expressions for oxygen-ion and electron
transport are combined by assuming local charge neutrality, the
validity of which is restricted to the bulk of the oxide. The
ambipolar diffusion coefficient has a meaning similar to that of
the chemical diffusion coefficient defined in the Wagner
theory. However, because cross-coefficients have been ne-
glected in the derivation of Eq. (117), the chemical diffusion
coefficient has a wider range of validity.

In the case wherec*eD*e << c*OD*O, Eq. (118) reduces to

Damb= S zO*
2c*Oge

ze*
2c*egO

+ 1DgOD*O (119)

where the term between the parentheses is the thermodynamic
enhancement factor. Equation (119) shows that overall ambi-
polar diffusion is determined by the diffusion of the slowest-
moving ensemble. The thermodynamic enhancement factor
originates from the influence of the electric field built up by the
fastest-moving ensemble. An expression for the electric field
can be obtained by combining Eqs. (114) and (117):

E = −=F =
J*OkBT

z*Oec*O
S 1

D*O
−

gO

Damb
D (120)

The discussion in Panel B shows that the presence of an electric
field varying throughout the membrane is not in conflict with
the assumption of local charge neutrality.

(5) Oxygen Transport in the Presence of External
Electric Fields

In the previous section, equations were derived under the
assumption that no external electric field was applied. In this
section, we discuss how the transport of oxygen is influenced
by an external electric field using the Wagner approach.

The measurable electric potential difference,DV, over a
mixed ionic–electronic conducting membrane using two iden-
tical metallic probes is related to the electrochemical potential
difference of the electron ensemble and is given by

DV =
Dh*e
z*ee

=
Dm*e
z*ee

+ DF (121)

If polarization losses occur at the electrode–oxide interfaces,
these have to be added toDV to obtain the total measurable
electric potential difference.DV differs from the electric po-
tential in the bulk of mixed conductors,DF, because it also
contains the change in chemical potential of the electron en-
semble across the membrane. When a net electric current flows
through the membrane, the coupled current condition (Eq.
(105)) transforms to

i = e(z*eJ*e + z*OJ*O) (122)

wherei is the measurable electric current density. Combining
Eqs. (121), (122), and (102) with Eq. (90), following the Wag-
ner approach, leads to:

i = −Ss*OO + s*eO

2z*Oe D=mO2

oxide − stotal=V

JO2
= −S s*OO

4zO*
2e2D=mO2

− Ss*OO + s*eO

2z*Oe D=V (123)

In Eq. (123), the externally applied forces, i.e., oxygen chemi-
cal potential gradients and electric potential gradients, are re-
lated to the measurable oxygen flux and electric current den-
sity. Equation (123) also is consistent with linear irreversible
thermodynamics, because the cross terms are equal.

Under open-circuit conditions, i.e., wheni 4 0, it follows
from Eq. (123) that

DV = −
1

2z*Oe*mO2

oxide,x=0
mO2

oxide,x=L

~t*OO + t*Oe! dmO2

oxide (124)

which expression reduces to the well-known Nernst equation
for solid-oxide electrolytes for whicht*OO + t*Oe ≈ 1. Another
important relation that can be obtained from Eq. (123) is the
influence of an external electric current flowing through the
membrane on the oxygen flux:

JO2
= JO2

i=0 +
i

2z*OeL*x=0

x=L
~t*OO + t*Oe) dx (125)

Equation (125) shows that the oxygen transport can be in-
creased significantly, depending on the magnitude of the elec-
tric current density and the total ionic transference number.
Equations (124) and (125) can be used advantageously to mea-
sure the total ionic transference number, which is given by the
sum t*OO + t*Oe. These parameters cannot be determined sepa-
rately from the measurement of the open-circuit potential dif-
ference or from the change in oxygen flux by electrochemical
pumping of oxygen through the membrane. However, if data of
the total ionic transference number are combined with that of
ambipolar and total conductivity, then separation of the oxy-
gen-ion transport number and the cross-coefficient transfer
number is possible. The procedure described above is an alter-
native procedure for measuring the cross-coefficients in mixed
conductors. Generally, such a measurement requires the use of
ionic and electronic blocking electrodes76,81 (see Fig. 12). In
Panel D, conductivities obtained with various experimental
techniques are listed and related to the conductivity coef-
fecients defined in Eq. (102).

IV. Summary

Although exact values of chemical potentials of charged
building units cannot be measured from experiments performed
at equilibrium, it is useful to define chemical potentials for
building units for two major reasons. The first is that chemical
potentials can be used as mathematical tools that can be sub-
stituted into the equilibrium condition for any defect chemical

Fig. 12. Schematics of a four-point direct-current measurement on a
mixed ionic–electronic conducting sample using both ionic and elec-
tronic probes, but with a blocked ion or electron flux.
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reaction that leads to correct thermodynamic expressions for
the defect reaction under consideration. Second, observed
changes in the energy and entropy of oxygen as a function of
changing temperature or oxygen stoichiometry sometimes can
be explained in terms of the energy and entropy changes of a
particular building unit.

Expressions derived for the oxygen incorporation reaction
using noninteracting building units are equal to the familiar
mass-action-type equations, which expressions are obtained
when applying the traditional formalism in terms of structure
elements.

For some simple cases, expressions have been derived for
the chemical potential of interacting point defects. Weak inter-
actions between neighboring defects affect the energy term in
the chemical potentials of these defects, but not in the entropy.
Strong interactions can be handled by introducing clusters or
by using the concept of excluded configurations. It is further
shown that electrons occupying energy states in electron bands
cannot be described on the basis of thermodynamics of local-
ized defect species. The chemical potential of delocalized elec-
trons in a partially filled wide band is related to the density of
states at the Fermi level.

The developed models enable comparison of thermodynamic
data with measured or calculated defect formation energies,
after corrections for the dissociation energy of oxygen, the
O/O2− electron affinity, and contributions resulting from elec-
tron spin and phonons.

Starting from irreversible thermodynamics, equations have
been derived for the thermally activated transport of localized
electronic and ionic defects. It is shown that, when the site
exclusion effect is accounted for, the resulting defect conduc-
tivity shows a maximum when the site occupation of defects is
one-half of its maximum value.The expressions obtained are in
agreement with a derivation based on atomistic reaction-rate
theory. The conservative ensemble theory shows that coupling
of the overall ionic and electronic fluxes always occurs when
mobile ionic defects of different valences are present. In this
theory, the cross-coefficients result from ionic defects whose

‘‘effective’’ valence, defined as the valence multiplied by the
factor −1 when the defects are vacant lattice sites, differs from
that of the ensemble they belong to. These defects drag one or
more electrons or electron holes with them. For the compound
Co1 −dO, it has been shown that the magnitude of the charge of
transport can be evaluated when defect interactions are purely
coulombic. The resulting values are in good agreement with
experimental data.

Using the Wagner treatment, an expression for oxygen trans-
port has been derived by combining transport equations ob-
tained for the electron and oxygen-ion ensembles. The result-
ing equation is consistent with irreversible thermodynamics,
because the flux of oxygen is directly related to its chemical
potential gradient. The corresponding transport parameter is
the ambipolar conductivity. The latter parameter contains all
kinetic and thermodynamic properties of the electronic and
ionic defects. With the framework of the ambipolar diffusion
model, a similar expression can be derived in which the kinetic
parameter is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The latter ex-
pression, however, has less general validity than that derived
from irreversible thermodynamics, because cross-coefficients
between the ionic and electronic fluxes are not accounted for in
the ambipolar diffusion model. When an electric potential dif-
ference also is present, the change in the oxygen flux depends
on the electric potential gradient and the total oxygen-ion trans-
ference number.
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